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PFAs: Smoke ’Em If You’ve

Got ’Em

Dear Editor,

According to a squib in the Alibi

[“NewsCity,” v28 i9] “exposure to [PFAs] are

known to cause a number of complications

in humans including increased cholesterol

levels, lower birth weights, cancer and

thyroid hormone disruption.”

According to the Agency for Toxic

Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR),

“high levels of certain PFAs may increase

cholesterol levels (ATSDR’s emphasis).”

They also “may” increase the risk of thyroid

disease, and they “may” cause lower birth

weights. The ATSDR goes on to say that

“the decrease in birth weight is small and

may not affect the infant’s health.” In

addition, “studies do not clearly show

whether PFAs cause cancer in people.”

Also: the studies “are not consistent and

may not have looked at other factors like

smoking.”

Most of the studies that found adverse

results from exposure to PFAs are animal

studies, and according to the ATSDR,

animal studies use doses at much higher

levels than are found in the environment,

and not all effects in animals may occur in

humans. By way of summary, exposure to

PFAs is not—n-o-t—not “known” to cause

any health complications in humans. 

Anyone who is worried about cancer is

asked to consider the following. Seventy-

eight percent of cancer is caused by

smoking, diet, prolonged excessive drinking

(especially of hard liquor), certain sexual

practices, obesity and inadequate exercise.

That is, 78 percent of cancer is caused by

human behavior. By themselves, smoking

Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to P.O. Box 81, Albuquerque, N.M., 87103. Letters—including comments posted

on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length and clarity; owing to the volume of
correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.
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and diet cause about 65 percent of cancer.

The two best ways to protect oneself from

cancer are to stop smoking (or not start)

and to have a better diet. 
Sincerely yours,

Steven Dapra,
Albuquerque

Editor’s Response

In March of 2009, the congressional

Subcommittee on Investigations and

Oversight issued a report on the ATSDR

that called for changes in leadership within

the agency and stated that, “time and again

ATSDR appears to avoid clearly and directly

confronting the most obvious toxic culprits

that harm the health of local communities

throughout the nation. Instead, they deny,

delay, minimize, trivialize or ignore

legitimate concerns and health

considerations of local communities and

well respected scientists and medical

professionals.”

PFAs are listed as persistent organic

pollutants under the Stockholm

Convention, due to their “ubiquitous,

persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic

nature.” Their production has been phased

out by manufacturers such as 3M, DuPont,

Daikin and Miteni in the US, Japan and

Europe. But hey, if you’re cool with

fluorosurfactants (polyfluorinated and

perfluorinated) in your groundwater, we

know where you can get some cheap land in

Clovis.  a

Letters should be sent with the writer’s name, address and

daytime phone number via email to letters@alibi.com. They can

also be faxed to (505) 256-9651. Letters may be edited for length

and clarity, and may be published in any medium; we regret that

owing to the volume of correspondence we cannot reply to every

letter. Word count limit for letters is 300 words.

· Get Paid Every Friday!

· Up to $11.45/hr

· Paid Mileage, Travel, & Holidays

· Paid Training

· Work Mon-Fri, Days

· No Nights, No Weekends

· CALL TODAY 344-9880
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Dateline: Hawaii
A judge has suggested that an accused car thief

avoid drinking Pepsi during probation.

According to The Maui News, Hawaiian Second

Circuit Judge Rhonda Loo heard a case against

Christopher Montilliano Jr., who was accused of

stealing a car earlier this month. Montilliano

pleaded no contest to unauthorized control of a

propelled vehicle and driving without a license.

In court, Judge Loo said the man had lied

multiple times when he was arrested—telling

officers that his cousin had allowed him to drive

the car and that he was heading to a grocery

store to buy soda. Judge Loo reportedly asked

Montilliano if his addiction to soda drove him

to the act. “I’ve heard a lot of people addicted to

meth. I’ve heard a lot of people addicted to

alcohol,” the judge said. “This is the first time

I’ve heard of a Coca-Cola addiction. I’m sure

the soda didn’t make you steal the vehicle.”

When asked what kind of soda Montilliano

drank, he told her Pepsi. “It’s the Pepsi

deprivation syndrome,” she remarked.

Montilliano spent seven days in jail following

his arrest. After failing to appear for his original

sentencing date, he was made to serve three

more months in jail before going before Judge

Loo. A plea agreement between the defense and

prosecution recommended probation instead of

jail time, and Judge Loo ordered Montilliano to

perform 100 hours of community service and pay

a $100 fine. 

Dateline: Bangladesh
A woman with two wombs has reportedly given

birth twice since February—the instances were a

month apart. CNN reports that Arifa Sultana

gave birth to a boy in late February at a hospital

in Dhaka. The young mother was reportedly

admitted to another hospital less than four

weeks later, complaining of abdominal pain. An

ultrasound was performed and doctors found

Sultana was pregnant with twins. A C-section

was performed and the twins—a boy and a

girl—were delivered without issue. Sultana has a

rare condition known as uterus didelphys. When

a normal uterus develops, it comes from two

tubes, which fuse together. For those with uterus

didelphys, the fusion fails to occur, and the

dividing wall does not dissolve. This condition

allowed Sultana to conceive and grow her first

child separately from the twins, but the situation

went unobserved because an ultrasound was

never performed before the first delivery.

Dateline: Kentucky
A man alleges his employer tried to make him

undergo an exorcism. According to WKYT in

Kentucky, Leslie County resident Jason Fields

filed a lawsuit last week against Hampton Inn

and Sharon Lindon. Fields—who formerly

worked as a desk clerk at a Hampton Inn

managed by Lindon—claims that when his boss

found out he was getting a divorce, she blamed

his marital troubles on demons. Lindon allegedly

told Fields he would have to undergo an

exorcism if he wished to continue working at

the hotel and gave him a questionnaire

concerning religious and intimate activities.

Fields claims he was instructed to complete the

form and return it to her before taking part in an

exorcism. He refused. According to the lawsuit,

Lindon retaliated by changing his shift and

inviting people to come to the hotel and pray

for him in front of other customers while he was

on duty. Fields eventually quit his job, citing

Lindon’s harassment as the reason. Lindon is

accused of religiously discriminating against

Fields. Hampton Inn released a statement saying

it opposes all forms of discrimination and plans

to investigate the matter fully.

Dateline: Massachusetts
A grocery store has publicly denied that it is

haunted by Victorian-era ghosts. People

magazine reports that a Market Basket

supermarket in Wilmington, Mass., made the

statement after more than one Facebook user

claimed they’d seen an apparition in the store.

The first person to bring attention to the alleged

haunting was employee Christina Bush, who

claimed she saw the ghost of a woman wearing

Victorian-era clothes while working in the

bakery on March 13. Her post asked if anyone

had seen a ghost in the supermarket. At least

one other commenter said they had. Bush spoke

to Today about her experience. “I was writing on

a cake for a customer. And when I turned

around to bring the cake back to the counter, I

saw the lady in the background — she was

staring right at me. I looked down for a second

because it didn’t register and when I looked back

she was gone.” In response to public pressure,

Market Basket officials released the following

statement: “As far as we know, all of our stores

are ghost-free. But if there’s anything to it, she’s

probably attracted to our Victorian-era prices.”

Dateline: California
A Los Angeles artist is helping President Donald

Trump protect the US border by building a wall

of cheese. According to the Los Angeles Times,

Cosimo Cavallaro vowed to “make America

Grate again” with a wall made of cotija cheese

bricks. He began building his five-foot tall wall

last week on a 14-acre piece of land he rented

specifically for this purpose in southeastern San

Diego County—only a few feet from a fence

marking the line dividing Mexico and the US.

Cavallaro told reporters he’s wanted to build a

cheese wall for decades, but never had a reason

to do so before Trump became president. The

artist is known for working in perishable

mediums. He says he’s using cheese in this

project to highlight the absurdity of President

Trump’s proposed wall. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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MRI Status Removed From Schools
Last week the New Mexico Public Education
Department announced it was removing the
“More Rigorous Intervention” (MRI) designation
from four of the state’s schools.

Last year PED, under the leadership of
former PED Secretary-designate Christopher
Ruszkowski, labeled four elementary schools—
three of which were in Albuquerque—as in need
of more rigorous intervention. The designation is
given to schools who received F grades for their
performance from PED for at least five years in a
row. The schools were given the option of
closing down or “championing choice”—providing
parents with information on competing schools
in the area and facilitating the transfer of
students to those schools.

PED released a statement last week
confirming that the four schools in question—
Hawthorne, Whittier, Los Padillas and Dulce
elementary schools—were having their MRI
status changed to Comprehensive Support and
Improvement (CSI). The department is operating
under a new administration, and according to the
statement, the move “signals a departure from
the policy position of the previous administration
by removing closure as an option and
underscoring the responsibility of the district for
improving outcomes at each identified school.”

New Mexico PED says MRI designations will
once again be considered in 2021, following
three years of “intensive evidence-based
support.”

Second Amendment Meeting Shut
Down
An Aztec City Commission meeting to decide if
the town should become a second amendment
“sanctuary” became so heated that police ended
it early and separated commissioners from angry
residents. 

Last week the Aztec City Commission voted
3-2 against the Second Amendment
Preservation City resolution—a proposal that
would have made it a city policy to ignore certain
federal gun laws. According to the Farmington
Daily Times, residents in attendance were so
upset by the vote that they began shouting at
the commissioners, who attempted to go on with
the meeting. They were to vote on an amended
version of the resolution that would have upheld
federal laws, but would not have given any
resources toward enforcing them. However,
police at the scene deemed the situation was
getting out of hand and ushered commission
members into another room before ordering the
audience to leave the building.

Law enforcement officials across the state
are refusing to enforce gun legislation, as part of
the sanctuary movement. BernCo Sheriff Manuel
Gonzales told reporters last month that he was
declaring Bernalillo County a second amendment
“sanctuary.”

City Acquires More Open Space
Last week the City of Albuquerque Open Space
Division celebrated its 35-year anniversary with
a ceremony marking the acquisition of 38 acres
of protected land.

According to a press release from the city’s
Parks and Recreation department, the added
land is located in southeast Albuquerque on the
Logan Ranch and Chant properties. Logan
Ranch is a 21.4-acre parcel along the Arroyo that
is part of a wildlife corridor frequented by deer,
bobcats and raptors. The Chant property is 16.7
acres that now enlarges the Route 66 Open
Space to 79.7 acres.

The money to pay for the properties was
taken from impact fees, reports KOB-TV. These
fees are imposed on new development by the
city to recoup the cost of capital improvements
related to the development, including roads,
drainage facilities, fire stations, police stations,
parks, open space and trails. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE NEWS | COUNTY MATTERS

Basketball, Bullets and Alvarado
Commission provides reasoned leadership

constitutional right to be safe in our homes
and communities.

I don’t get it. We own guns. But I’ve been
shocked by the number of local sheriffs, not to
mention citizens and elected officials, who
think it is okay to continue to put guns in the
hands of people who should not have them.
The new statewide legislation passed by
lawmakers and signed by the governor does
not say anything about keeping, or taking,
guns away from people who can legally have
them.

There is plainly no impact on the Second
Amendment of requiring sensible background
checks, which is now a state law. Why would
any county take the position they are not
going to follow state law, and think the
mentally ill or known violent people should be
able to buy guns without law enforcement at
least getting a chance of knowing about it via
routine background checks? 

Kudos to the commissioners, both the four
Democrats and the lone Republican, who have
said they support common sense public safety
gun laws. Double Kudos to the Albuquerque
Police Department who supported the
statewide background check legislation for all
gun sales. This is what proactive government
and law enforcement does to keep us safer.
Ignorance combined with political posturing
has never kept anyone safe.

New Digs
Forty-five million dollars can do more than

just put lipstick on a pig. The big bunch of
bucks will soon transform the 8-story, 280,000
square foot Alvarado Square into the county’s
dream building. The new digs will house about
900 county employees with City of
Albuquerque worker bees who have been
sharing space at 1 Civic Plaza .

Alvarado Square was vacated by PNM a
couple years ago, leaving the large building on

the south side of Downtown up for grabs for a
paltry $2.7 million. The renovation will
include building a new commission chamber
in an adjacent building. The project is being
funded in part with $37 million in gross
receipts tax bonds, $5 million in general
obligation bonds and $6.9 million from the
general fund. This one building will bring most
county services under one roof instead of
scattered around the city.

The Commission wants to make sure the
expensive renovation stays on track so they
gave themselves more oversight on the project
to keep it within budget. Good idea, since this
is probably the single largest purchase County
lawmakers have ever made.

This and That
Commissioners appointed Dr. Joanna

Katzman, Dr. Paul Ramo, Dr. Vanessa
Jacobsohn and Margaret Lovell to the DWI
Planning Council. They also named Paul
Chavez, Robert E. Doucette and Ryan
Cangiolosi as new members of the Code of
Conduct Board.

Commissioners also approved the
continuance of the Healthcare Gross Receipts
Tax of 1/16th of one percent to use for
homeless, behavioral health, substance abuse
and mental health initiatives. Recent data
shows there are just under 3,000 New Mexico
people counted as part of an annual homeless
survey. Nationally, there were about 552,800
people without homes across the United
States. a

April Bernalillo County Commission meetings:

Tuesday, April 9 and Tuesday, April 23 • 5pm

Vincent E. Griego Chambers

Albuquerque Bernalillo County Government Center

1 Civic Plaza

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

During the unpredictable month of March,
Bernalillo County Commissioners put the ink
to a $45 million renovation of their new digs,
honored some top-notch high school
basketball players and stayed strong and silent
on the backlash against statewide firearm
background check legislation.

Excellent Basketball
Commissioners gave some well-deserved

respect to the Atrisco Heritage Academy boys
basketball team and the West Mesa High
School girls basketball team for their
outstanding performances at the recent state
high school basketball tournaments. Both
teams brought home the bling of the 5-A
Championship trophies to their West side
schools. This is the first time the West Mesa
girls have won the state title and they did it by
beating powerhouse Hobbs. This is a repeat
performance for Atrisco Heritage boys who
took the championship home last year as well. 

Meh’s the Word
Commissioners resisted lots of pressure to

debate and jump on the bullets of a couple
dozen rural New Mexico counties by declaring
themselves “Second Amendment sanctuary”
counties. 

A handful of folks at the Commission’s
March 26 meeting spoke in support of keeping
guns available for those who should not have
them. One speaker said she did not want her
rights infringed upon? What right is she
talking about? No one is even remotely talking
about taking away her right to own 1,000 guns
and many thousands of bullets if she wants.
Just as long as she can pass a background
check to make sure she is not a violent or
domestic offender or has a court flagged
mental illness.

Bernalillo County Sheriff Manny Gonzales
came out in support of allowing more guns in
the hands of violent offenders and mentally ill
people. He said he thinks there are enough
laws on the books to deal with unlawful guns.
Hmmm … gun and crime stats don’t quite
support that notion. But the Sheriff ’s
spokesperson did say that Gonzales will
support whatever laws the state puts in place. 

An attempt was made by Republican
lawmakers to repeal by referendum and put the
background check measure to the voters. But
our state constitution does not allow repeals of
public safety laws. Those opposing the
background checks say the checks will
interfere with the rights of regular citizens to
buy guns. Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham
countered that all New Mexicans have a

BernCo District 2 Commissioner Steven Michael Quezada ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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Methane Goes Boom!
Profitable wells equal global warming

BY LAURA PASKUS, NM POLITICAL REPORT

O
n a late March weekend, State Land

Commissioner Stephanie Garcia Richard

headed out to the Permian Basin, to visit

oil wells on state trust lands. These are wells

that churn out profits for corporations, build

up the state’s general fund from taxes and

royalties, and send money to schools and

hospitals.

Looking through a special camera that

detects emissions of volatile organic

compounds, Garcia Richard also saw that the

wells are sending methane and other

pollutants into the air.

“There are seemingly innocuous pieces of

equipment, tanks, pipes, and then you look at

it with the FLIR camera and you can see these

clouds of emissions,” the commissioner said.

“We went to some older operations, some

newer operations, some [wells operated] by

some smaller companies, some by larger

companies.”

Not one facility they visited didn’t have

emissions pouring out from pipes or seeping

out of valves. 

Many people living in, or traveling around,

northwestern and southeastern New Mexico

have spotted flares. During drilling operations,

natural gas is sometimes released to clear out

impurities or so gases don’t build up to

dangerous levels. Gas can also be vented—

released but not burned off. On the federal

level, the government has changed tactics

from trying to cut methane emissions from oil

and gas development to dropping or

rescinding those rules. In some places, states

are trying to take the lead on methane—to

address climate change, protect public health

and make sure companies capture and sell

methane, or natural gas, instead of wasting it. 

In an executive order on climate change,

Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham recently

directed two state agencies, the New Mexico

Environment Department (NMED) and the

Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources

Department (EMNRD), to create a new

regulation requiring operators to reduce their

methane emissions. 

Companies can employ technologies and

efficiency measures, as they have in other

states like Colorado. But as Garcia Richard

saw in the Permian, cutting methane

emissions is an even bigger challenge than

many realized.

“I think we have this incorrect notion that

a capture requirement and a methane rule will

address everything,” Garcia Richard said. But

it’s not enough to just control venting and

flaring operations. That “minimizes the

reality,” she said.

“We need to work with the industry to

figure out other opportunities and solutions

for infrastructure build-out, detection and

monitoring systems—and we really need to be

turning away from this notion of sweeping it

under the rug,” she said. “The biggest thing I

learned out there [in the Permian] is that you

can roll up to a site that looks pristine and

brand-new, and then you turn on the FLIR

camera, and it tells a different story.”

Those fugitive emissions aren’t due to

“nefarious” actions on the part of operators,

Garcia Richard said, “and it’s not like we need

to shut down industry.” But New Mexico does

need to “get real about our methods and

solutions to ensure we don’t have that

leakage.”

Garcia Richard was out in the oil field

with the nonprofit Earthworks, which has a

Forward Looking InfraRed, or FLIR, camera to

document oil and gas field pollution as part of

its Community Empowerment Project. Sharon

Wilson, senior organizer for Earthworks Oil &

Gas Accountability, is a certified optical gas

imaging thermographer. She’s trained and

certified to use the FLIR camera, which is

independently verified to detect emissions.

Wilson said they found fugitive emissions

from gaskets and connectors, and also open

“thief hatches,” broken valves and separator

tanks “blasting out emissions.” 

Since 2014, Wilson has traveled

nationwide with the FLIR camera,

investigating more than a thousand sites. The

Permian Basin, which includes parts of Texas

and New Mexico, she said, is “the worst place

I’ve ever seen in my life” when it comes to the

emissions.

Wilson and Nathalie Eddy, a field advocate

with Earthworks, scouted sites before bringing

Garcia Richard out to the wells on state trust

lands. “Our goal was to go look at a bunch of

sites, and prioritize which ones are the worst,

and find a site that’s operating well,” Eddy

said. “We never found that site. So, what we

showed to the commissioner wasn’t the worst

of the worst to terrify her. It was just what we

found.”

They ended up visiting 12 sites. But just in

the Permian Basin, there are almost 5,800

current leases on state trust lands. That

doesn’t represent the actual number of wells,

since a lessee can have multiple wells on a

lease, and many leases include hundreds of

acres of land. On top of that, there are also

leases on federal, private and tribal lands in

New Mexico—about 60,000 oil and gas wells

statewide.

Eddy said it’s heartening that the New

Mexico State Legislature just passed a bill to

restore the Oil Conservation Division’s

authority to fine companies that pollute the

state’s waters and that New Mexico is working

on regulations to cut methane emissions.

“All those things are steps, but the fact of

the matter is, this is a losing race,” she said.

“The boom, the growth of fracking in the

Permian is always going to be faster than the

regulators.”

In 2018, oil production in New Mexico hit

record highs. According to the US Energy

Information Administration (EIA), oil

production in the state tripled last year from

2009 levels, with production exceeding

772,000 barrels per day. And the trend is

predicted to continue. The EIA projects

American oil production will increase to 10

million barrels per day in the early 2030s, up

from 2018 rates of 6.5 million barrels per

day—more than 40 percent of which came

out of the Permian in eastern New Mexico

and west Texas. 

NEWS | ENVIRONMENT

Meanwhile, scientists have noted that if
humans don’t drastically reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in the next decade, we will not
stop warming that will be “long-lasting” and
“irreversible.”

Mapping Methane
NMED’s Air Quality Bureau Chief, Liz Bisbey-
Kuehn, explained that the department is
responsible for implementing the federal
Clean Air Act in most parts of New Mexico. 

Operators must monitor emissions and
report their findings to the state. NMED can
also perform unannounced inspections and
conduct their own emission audits. The state
has active enforcement cases under
development right now and others in the
settlement stages, she said. And they are
planning more inspections in the coming
months, which 

Bisbey-Kuehn said that may lead to
additional enforcement actions.

Statewide, the department regulates about
4,200 oil and gas facilities, even though there
are tens of thousands of wells. That’s because
only operations that release pollutants at a rate
greater than 10 pounds per hour or 25 tons per
year are required to have an air permit. 

Recently NMED released a map showing
methane emissions from 4,000 oil and gas
wells and tank batteries that it regulates for air
quality. Next, they plan to add data from
compressor stations, refineries and gas plants,
as well as information from about 1,500 other
manufacturing, construction, agricultural and
chemical facilities.

The map is just a beginning, Bisbey-Kuehn
said, as the department tries to grasp the scale
of emissions and also hire more staff for
inspections. And when it’s warranted, the new
administration is trying to ramp up
enforcement, she said.

To see NMED’s methane map online, visit
gis.web.env.nm.gov/oem/?map=methane 

Meanwhile, the Oil Conservation Division
within EMNRD regulates venting and flaring
from wells through the New Mexico Oil and
Gas Act. 

Speaking earlier this year, EMNRD
Secretary Sarah Cottrell Propst explained that
development of the new methane rule will
involve conversations with industry,
environmental groups and stakeholders. 

“We’ll be making sure the approach is
grounded in the law, and our respective
authorities [of EMNRD and NMED]… and
the goal is to have an effective and enforceable
rule,” she said. And when it comes to
implementing the executive order, she said,
“We just want to leverage New Mexico’s
leadership and creativity in how we address
this really important environmental
challenge.” a

Read more stories like this at NM Political Report.

Natural gas flaring in the Permian Basin COURTESY DAVE FEHLING, HOUSTON PUBLIC MEDIA
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THURSDAY APRIL 4 SUNDAY APRIL 7

A MEAL TO LIVE FOR
LIFE, which is described as “a multi-
tiered experiential immersive dinner,”
happens Thursday, April 4 and 11 and
Friday, April 12 from 6 to 9pm, with
tickets on sale for $89 and is suited for
all ages. StoryLab Interactive hosts
this four-course dinner with non-alcoholic
elixir pairings mixes a culinary experience
with sound and visual components to
create an almost alternate reality dining
event that’s sure to take away anyone’s
breath. Be aware that they prefer not to
make substitutions for food, but can
accommodate allergies with notice.
More information is available on their
website, storylabinteractive.com. STORYLAB,
INC. 610 CENTRAL AVE SW, 6 TO 9PM

alibi.com/v/6em8. (Dan Pennington) a

THAT TODDLIN’ TOWN
Until such time as a “Breaking Bad” musical puts the name Heisenberg on everybody’s lips, let us step into jazz-
age Chi-town for the musical Chicago opening this Friday, April 5, at Musical Theatre Southwest. This
Broadway smash filled with murderesses, fame, fake pregnancy, gunplay, vaudeville, lawyers, jail, singing and
dancing will have you asking, “who says murder’s not an art?” The musical runs April 5 to 28 with performances
on Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30pm and Sunday matinees at 2pm. Tickets are $20 to $25. For more
information and tickets, see mtsabq.org or call 265-9119. MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST 6320 DOMINGO RD NE, 7:30PM

alibi.com/v/6cuc. (Clarke Conde) a

POTATO GUN
SALUTE

It’s getting harder and harder to turn on
the TV without seeing the glowing
countenance of Chris D’Elia, host of
the Congratulations with Chris D’Elia
podcast, star of “Undateable” and guest
star of seemingly every good podcast
or show made since 2010. When he’s
not gracing our living rooms or
smartphones with his electronic
presence, he’s out in the clubs doing
exactly what he’s done for the last
decade: charming audiences as a true
comic’s comic. Join the man himself
this Thursday, April 4, at the Historic El
Rey Theater for an evening of unguarded,
honest comedy. The 21+ show starts at
7:30pm. Tickets start at $50. HISTORIC

EL REY THEATER 622 CENTRAL AVE SW, 7:30PM

alibi.com/v/6d3s. (Joshua Lee) a

PUTTING THE T IN ITALIAN
M’Tucci’s Italian is running a Flight of Four
Seasons event on Sunday, April 7 from 4 to
7pm. This evening features four tea-infused
cocktails, along with a food pairing for each
drink. At a cost of $55 per person (and
reservations required), anyone 21+ can enjoy
one of these cool creations, like the Spring
Fling, made with Midori, passion berry tea,
mint tea and a mint sprig, or a Winter Haven,
created with lemon ginger tea, Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Honey Whiskey and fresh lemon.
With food offerings like Harvest Lamb, made
with herb and vanilla smoked lamb loin, truffle
corn puree, wild mushroom agrodolce and
smoked mint gastrique, this is a feast to
remember. M’TUCCI’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT 6001
WINTER HAVEN RD NW STE M, 4 TO 7PM alibi.com/v/6em7.
(Dan Pennington) a

NI DE AQUI NI DE ALLÁ
Are you plagued by the feeling that you want to help prospective immigrants but you only seem to be able to
party down and eat Brazilian food? Then luckily AMP Concerts has put together an event at South Broadway
Cultural Center this Sunday, April 7 at 4pm: A New Citzens’ Celebration, honoring Albuquerque’s newest
citizens Rujeko Dumbutshena (Zimbabwe), Valeria Montes (Mexico) and Jackie Zamora (Peru). The best part is
that your $15 ticket and all donations support Encuentro, NM Immigrant Law Center and Vizionz-Sankofa

Immigrant and Refugee
Project. The other best
part is the dance
performances from Valeria
Montes, the Casa
Flamenca crew and Rujeko
Dumbutshena, as well as
a full concert set from
Baracutanga and Brazilian
food from Edivane. For
more info about this all-
ages show, see
ampconcerts.org. SOUTH

BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER

1025 BROADWAY BLVD SE, 4 TO
7:30PM alibi.com/v/6d7a.
(Clarke Conde) a

FISHING FOR JAZZ
Jazz is PHSH—a tribute ensemble that recreates the best music by jam-band master Phish, with a jazz twist—
plays Launchpad on Tuesday, April 9 at 9pm. The band was formed in 2015 by veteran rockers and jazzers. This
year’s tour includes a musical collective that features a rotating cast of some of the best jazz musicians out there
and three-time Grammy Award-winner and Snarky Puppy sax player Chris Bullock, bass player Cody Wright,
members of Rubblebucket, The
New Mastersounds and more.
Combination of amazing
improvisation and tight chops
focused on the oeuvre of one of
America’s musical treasures, this
concert is an alluring digression
whether it’s jazz, rock or just
plain jamming out that strikes
your musical fancy. Local jammed-
out mastermind Pherkad open
this tuneful evening, and tickets
are available for a mere $15 for
21+ listeners hankering for a
jazzy Phish dinner. LAUNCHPAD 618
CENTRAL AVE SW, 9PM alibi.com/v/6df9.
(August March) a

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

FRIDAY APRIL 5 TUESDAY APRIL 9

IMAGE COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

PHOTO BY CLARKE CONDE
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LEARN
DESERT OASIS TEACHING GARDEN Planning Your Summer

Garden Seminar: Water Utility Authority. Get hands-on training
from landscape pros on topics including planning a summer
garden, how to plan a vegetable garden, companion planting,
spacing, irrigation needs and mapping. 6400 Wyoming Blvd
NE. 9-11am. ALL-AGES! 842-9287. alibi.com/v/6a98.

OSUNA NURSERY Osuna University: Square Foot Gardening.
Master gardener Lin Yeskie covers square foot gardening.
Attendees receive a twenty percent off coupon and a chance
at a raffle prize. 501 Osuna Rd NE. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES!
345-6644. alibi.com/v/6ayo.

OUTDOOR
COPPER TRAILHEAD Copper Trailhead Spring Clean-up. Help
take care of the open space with projects for all ages and
abilit ies. 15000 Copper Ave NE. 8:30am-12:30pm.
alibi.com/v/6e4c.

WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Wells Petroglyph

Preser ve Public Tours. The Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project
offers weekly public tours this spring. Pre-registration is
required. HWY 68. $35. 9:30am-11:30am. 852-1351.
alibi.com/v/6cj6.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Ayurvedic Yoga Master Class.
Maria Garre leads these Ayurvedic yoga classes including
pranayama, asana and meditation. Pre-registration required.
1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $20. 8-10am. 18+. alibi.com/v/6cx7.

UNM SCHOOL OF LAW Running Medicine Celebrations.
Formed as a program of the Native Health Initiative, the vision
is to  create a culture of wellness through the understanding
that running and exercise are potent medicines for mind,
body and spirit. 1117 Stanford Dr NE. $15. 8-10am.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6cy0.

YOGASAAR Journey Through the Chakras: Root Chakra.
Roberta leads a series of workshops to open and stimulate

the chakras through poses, breath and meditation. 2205
Silver Ave SE. $15. 1-2:30pm. 18+. 277-7765.
alibi.com/v/6dwm.

SUNDAY APRIL 7
CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Pints and Pistons. Bring your
ride, cameras and come hungry and thirsty. Show off what
you’ve been working on and hang out with fellow enthusiasts.
3351 Columbia DR NE. 12:30-3pm. ALL-AGES! 312-8427.
alibi.com/v/6d83.

MANUEL LUJAN BUILDING @ EXPO NM Albuquerque Home

and Garden Show. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. $0-$7. 10am-5pm.
ALL-AGES! See 4/6 listing.

THURSDAY APRIL 4
HEARTLAND HOSPICE In Your Own Words. A grief writing

support group to reflect, remember and renew through restora-

tive writing in a safe environment. 4001 Indian School Rd

NE. 5:30-7pm. 18+. 323-1464. alibi.com/v/6ao0.

UNM SCHOOL OF LAW US Senator Dennis Chavez Memorial

Lectureship in Law and Civil Rights. Hear Professor Alvaro

Bedoya speak and enjoy light refreshments. 1117 Stanford

Dr NE. 4:45pm. ALL-AGES! 277-1597. alibi.com/v/6e43.

KIDS
ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY LEAP into Science: Sound Sleuths.

Become a keen observer of sound and use the senses to

explore the vibrations around you. For kids ages 6 through 9

and their families. 900 Girard SE. 3:30-4:30pm. 256-2065.

alibi.com/v/6d9r.

LEARN
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the

discovery station booth and meet ambassador animals

including a snake, toad and a praying mantis. 3407 Juan

Tabo Blvd NE. 2:30pm-4pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260.

alibi.com/v/6d9t.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Walking Backward

into the Future. A talk with Dr. Greg Valerio and Larry Littlebird

as they exchange stories rooted in ancient wisdom traditions

of the indigenous Celtic people and tribal American Indians.

1025 Broadway Blvd SE. $10. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1320.

alibi.com/v/6cfa.

WELLNESS/FITNESS  
UNM SCHOOL OF LAW Running Medicine Celebrations.

Formed as a program of the Native Health Initiative, the vision

is to  create a culture of wellness through the understanding

that running and exercise are potent medicines for mind,

body and spirit. 1117 Stanford Dr NE. $15. 5:45-7pm.

ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6cxe.

FRIDAY APRIL 5

KIDS
!EXPLORA! Teen Science Cafe: Ideas with Idenm. Teens meet

a local scientist and learn about their work. Meet other teens,

have snacks and enjoy a science talk and activity. 1701

Mountain Rd NW. 5:30-7pm. 13+. 224-8300.

alibi.com/v/6e94.

LEARN
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Arts and Business Workshop:

Intellectual Property Law. Justin Muehlmeyer of Peacock Law

P.C., teaches some of the business skills to assist in making

a career of your passion. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $0-$15.

10-11:30am. ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/6crn.

ST. PAUL LUTHERAN CHURCH Considering Matthew

Shephard. Twenty years ago Matthew Shepard, a young, gay,

student at Wyoming University, was kidnapped, beaten, tied

to a fence and left to die in a lonely field. This oratorio provides

an opportunity for reflection, consideration and hope. 1100

Indian School Rd NE. 6pm. 13+. 238-1206. alibi.com/v/6b6k.

MANUEL LUJAN BUILDING @ EXPO NM
ALBUQUERQUE HOME AND GARDEN SHOW. FIND

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR THE HOME AND
GARDEN WITH ARTS, CRAFTS AND GOURMET

FOODS. LANDSCAPING AND HOME IMPROVEMENT
EXPERTS ARE ALSO ON-HAND TO HELP WITH HOME
RENOVATION QUESTIONS AND MORE. 300 SAN

PEDRO DR NE. $0-$7. 10AM-5PM.
ALL-AGES! ALIBI.COM/V/6DGL.

COMMUNITY
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KIDS
KADAMPA MEDITATION CENTER NEW MEXICO Tweens

Meditation Class. This class offers older children an opportunity

to go deeper into meditation while exploring topics and

concerns that relate to their age group. For ages 11 and up.

142 Monroe St NE. 10-11:30am. 13+. 292-5293.

alibi.com/v/6e3e.

LEARN
NM MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY & SCIENCE Free Sunday

for N.M. Residents. Check out special events with the family.

9am-5pm. ALL-AGES! 841-2800. alibi.com/v/6dpv. Also,

Sound Perception and Play Workshop for Families: Robert

John Malone, Sacred Sound Services. Explore the influence

of sound on the brain as well as simple ways to use sound

to enhance relaxation, emotional balance and mental focus

with breath-work and an open sonic meditation. 1801

Mountain Rd NW. $9-$20. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 841-2840.

alibi.com/v/6dpu.

OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Bosque Wild:

Guided Nature Walk. Take a hike through nature’s laboratory

in a moderately strenuous guided hike. Reservations recom-

mended. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 8-10am. ALL-AGES! 897-8831.

alibi.com/v/6drv.

BACHECHI OPEN SPACE Spring Family Fun Days. Take meas-

urements of the Rio Grande’s wind and weather patterns with

an anemometer and build one to take home. 9521 Rio Grande

Blvd NW. Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/6c5o.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Yoga and the Mind: Rober t John Malone, Sacred Sound

Services. A multimedia, interactive workshop exploring the

science behind yoga as well as the mind/body connection.

Through poses, learn simple ways to relieve stress and develop

greater sensitivity. 1801 Mountain Rd NW. $9-$20.

10am-noon. 13+. 841-2840. alibi.com/v/6dpt.

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Ayurvedic Yoga Master Class.

1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $20. 8-10am. 18+. See 4/6 listing.

CANNABIS
PRESTIGE EVENT CENTER Deez Hideaway Cannabis

Community Family Sesh. Network with like-minded folks while

enjoying local glass blowers, a live DJ, over 30 vendors, kids’

activities and food and beverages. 2019 Fifth Street NW.

$5-$10. 2-10pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6d0l.

MONDAY APRIL 8
OSTEOSTRONG MIDTOWN ALBUQUERQUE Bone Health Lunch

and Learn with Bone Density Testing. Learn the importance

of the skeletal system and aging. Attendees receive a free

peripheral bone density test, a fall risk assessment test and

get to try the program first-hand. RSVP required. 4360 Cutler

Ave NE. Noon-1:30pm. 18+. 883-8800. alibi.com/v/6e9j.

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Yoga with Yoga Zo. Get a

fresh start to the week with an all-levels class. 1912 Second

Street NW. $10. 6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 900-3909.

alibi.com/v/6cdo.

TUESDAY APRIL 9
KIDS
CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Plarn Macramé Plant Holders. Create

plant hangers using plarn of used grocery bags to help reduce

waste. Then use it to create mini-macramé hangers for a

succulent or paper plant. Teens ages 9 to 18. Registration

required 6901 Barstow St NE. 6-7:30pm. 857-8321.

alibi.com/v/6d9f.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION Impact and

Coffee. Nonprofit leaders, volunteers, funders and people

finding their place in the community have a cup of coffee,

hear about new social profit ventures and innovation in a six-

minute presentation format. 624 Tijeras Ave NW. 9-10am.

alibi.com/v/6dh5.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
UNM LGBTQ RESOURCE CENTER Free and Confidential HIV

Testing. Get tested and wait for the results. 1919 Las Lomas

NE. 10am-2pm. alibi.com/v/6czb.

UNM SCHOOL OF LAW Running Medicine Celebrations. 1117

Stanford Dr NE. $15. 5:45-7pm. ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF ALBUQUERQUE Progressive

Democrats of America: N.M. Chapter Community Gathering.

A legislative roundup with heores of the N.M. legislature

including Senator Jerry Ortiz y Pino, Senator Antoinette Sedillo-

Lopez and Representative Liz Thomson and light refreshments.

3701 Carlisle Blvd NE. 5:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 898-1237.

alibi.com/v/6e46.

KIDS
TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Preschool Storytime with Blue Bear.

Fun with stories, songs, puppets and more that encourage

development of early literacy skills in young children. For ages

3 to 5. 5700 Bogart St NW. 10:30-11:30am. ALL-AGES!

897-8816. alibi.com/v/6del.

LEARN
BOXING BEAR BREWING CO. Myths and Mysteries of N.M.:

Quiz for a Cause. Folklorist and researcher Benjamin Radford

describes first-hand investigations into N.M.’s most fascinating

mysteries, from the famous KiMo Theater ghost to Santa Fe’s

miraculous staircase. 10200 Corrales Rd NW. 6-10pm.

323-4343. alibi.com/v/6d1z.

PRESBYTERIAN NORTHSIDE Meals on Wheels Volunteer

Training. The organization is looking for volunteers to help in

a variety of different areas. 5901 Harper Dr NE. 3-4pm.

ALL-AGES! 823-8064. alibi.com/v/6c4u.

SELF SERVE Anal Sex for Everyone with Tristan Taormino.

Learn the facts about this exciting, yet often misunderstood

form of pleasure and get answers the burning questions. 112

Morningside Dr NE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.

alibi.com/v/6c2q.

OUTDOOR
WELLS PETROGLYPH PRESERVE, Velarde Wells Petroglyph

Preserve Public Tours. HWY 68. $35. 9:30am-11:30pm. See

4/6 listing.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE Teen and Adult Ballet Class

with Christin Severini. This class is for intermediate and

advanced level teens and adults looking for a technically

challenging traditional class with an emphasis on movement,

emotional expression and artistry. 3215 Central Ave NE.

$15-$60. 7:15-8:30pm. 13+. (802) 503-4363.

alibi.com/v/6a4h.

OLD TOWN PLAZA FIESTAS DE ALBUQUERQUE.
CELEBRATE BURQUE’S BIRTHDAY WITH HISTORY AND

TRADITION AS WELL AS KIDS’ ACTIVITIES, ARTIST
DEMOS, LOCAL FOOD, SHOPPING AND ENTERTAINMENT

FROM BY LOCAL TALENT INCLUDING HEADLINER,
GONZALO. N PLAZA ST NW. NOON-5PM.

ALL-AGES! 768-3556. ALIBI.COM/V/6C5G.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Chicago. Catch the timeless
musical set in the roaring ’20s with fabulous music and
immortal staging by Bob Fosse. 6320 Domingo Rd NE.
$23-$25. 7:30pm. 15+. 265-9119. alibi.com/v/6cuc.

VORTEX THEATRE Sleuth. The Tony Award-winning play about
the ultimate game of cat-and-mouse is played out in a cozy
English country house owned by celebrated mystery writer,
Andrew Wyke. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$24. 7:30pm. 13+.
247-8600. alibi.com/v/6cuz.

SONG & DANCE
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Jeff Scroggins and Fresh
Horses Bluegrass Concert. Enjoy a compelling evening with
this Colorado band. 9315 Candelaria Rd NE. $10-$15. 7-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 873-3096. alibi.com/v/6dff.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. Enjoy dynamic world-
class performances, exquisite Sevillan tapas and craft cock-
tails, with 60 percent of proceeds supporting the National
Institute of Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $10-$30.
8-9:15pm. 21+. 222-8797. alibi.com/v/68qu.

NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Ar ts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Rudy Royston: Flatbed
Buggy. Catch Rudy Royston on drums, Gary Versace on accor-
dian, John Ellis playing bass clarinet, Joe Martin on bass and
Hank Roberts with cello for an interesting mix of live music.
210 Yale Blvd SE. $20-$25. 7:30pm. 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/69hz.

FILM
USTUDIOS The Colt Balok Show. Come out for a taping of
N.M.’s only TV talk show filming live with a studio audience.
912 Third Street NW. 6-7:30pm. 13+. alibi.com/v/6aiw.

SATURDAY APRIL 6
GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE The Art of Faith in Historic
N.M. An afternoon of music, art and wine with performances
by the NMPhil String Quartet, talks by N.M. artists and wine
growers, wine tastings, vendors, food trucks and more.
Reservations recommended. 6029 Isleta Blvd SW. 4-7pm.
ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/6d20.

WORDS
BERNALILLO PUBLIC LIBRARY, Bernalillo Imagine a City
That Remembers: Rephotographing Albuquerque. Authors
Anthony Anella and Mark C. Childs discuss their project, docu-
mented in their recent UNM Press book Imagine a City That
Remembers, for a stunning look into the city’s past and
present. 124 Calle Malinche. 10am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6b7e.

ORGANIC BOOKS Color Up! Booksigning and Talk. Authors
Karen Foss and Ann Skinner-Jones sign copies of their guide

ARTS & LIT

THURSDAY APRIL 4
WORDS
CANVAS ARTISTRY KITCHEN MUSIC ART BAR Burque Revolt
Poetry Slam. Open mic and poetry slam with vendors and a
DJ. Special poetry feature by Toluwanimi Obiwole from Denver
Slam Nuba. 3120 Central Ave SE. 7-10pm. 21+.
alibi.com/v/5ydw.

STAGE
FUSION THEATRE COMPANY Meteor Shower. Steve Martin’s
2016 play examines two couples’ faith in intimate relationships
and each other. 700 First Street NW. 7:30pm. 323-4343.
alibi.com/v/6d1v.

SONG & DANCE
LOMA COLORADO MAIN LIBRARY, Rio Rancho April Art and
Music Series: Ryan Smith Classical Cello. The young and bril-
liant cellist provides an evening of solo works to help celebrate
Barbara Clark’s one-woman show of oil-on-canvas landscapes.
Refreshments are provided. 755 Loma Colorado NE. 6pm.
18+. 891-5013. alibi.com/v/6diz.

NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Arts Festival 2019. The festival brings together a
variety of cultural institutions and organizations to spark
dialogue and deepen a collective understanding through
music, theatre, fi lm and more. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/6d03.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Hailey Niswanger Quartet.
A graduate in jazz performance from the prestigious Berklee
College of Music, this saxophonist and composer offers an
evening of music. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/69hy.

FRIDAY APRIL 5
LITTLE BIRD DE PAPEL The Sale of the Bowls for the Soup
is Love Project. Bowls made over the last year are sold to
benefit OFFCenter Arts. Get a soup fill with purchases. 1222
Mountain Rd NW. 3-8pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6cjs.

ART
HARWOOD ART CENTER Artist Talks in the Gallery with Kaitlin
Bryson, Hollis Moore and Danila Rumold. Meet the artists
and hear them speak about their work. 1114 Seventh Street
NW. 5:30pm. ALL-AGES! 242-6367. alibi.com/v/6cir.

RELIC Kate Samuels and Chelsea Wrightson Art Opening.
See new works from two local artists. 117 Seventh Street NW.
5-9pm. ALL-AGES! 559-3693. alibi.com/v/6da4.

YUCCA ART GALLERY First Friday Event. Enjoy new art
including Karen Jacobs with ink painting, Emily Holcomb’s
jewelry and Julie Medow’s art glass, live music and refresh-
ments. 2065 San Felipe St NW. 5-7pm. ALL-AGES! 247-8931.
alibi.com/v/6dfn.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE The Flick. Winner of the 2014 Pulitzer
Prize for drama and the 2013 Obie Award for playwriting, the
play is set in an ailing cinema and follows three underpaid
movie ushers, Avery, Sam and Rose. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd
NE. $12-$20. 8pm. 596-0607. alibi.com/v/6d2g.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE God of Carnage. The Tony Award-
winning play involving an altercation between young boys
brings together two sets of Brooklyn parents for a meeting to
resolve the matter. As rum flows, tensions emerge. 6921
Montgomery Blvd NE. $20-$25. 7:30pm. 13+. 563-0316.
alibi.com/v/6dj4.

GUILD CINEMA Kurt Cobain: Montage
of Heck. Filmmaker Brett Morgen uses
material from the Cobains’ personal

archives in an in-depth examination of
the Nirvana frontman’s childhood, music

career and untimely death. 3405
Central Ave NE. 10:30pm-1am.
255-1848. alibi.com/v/6d5t.
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to self-awareness, self-improvement and empowerment. 111
Carlisle Blvd SE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6e9f.

ART
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Recycled Art
Showcase. Meet the artists behind Beautiful Trash: Jessica
Dunn, Katya Crawford and Nan Masland. 6500 Coors Blvd
NW. 10-4am. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/6dru.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE The Flick. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$12-$20. 8pm. See 4/5 listing.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE God of Carnage. 6921 Montgomery
Blvd NE. $20-$25. 7:30pm. 13+. See 4/5 listing.

KIMO THEATRE Meteor Shower. Steve Martin’s 2016 play
examines two couples’ faith in intimate relationships and each
other. 423 Central Ave NW. 7-8:30pm. 768-3544.
alibi.com/v/6d69.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Chicago. 6320 Domingo Rd
NE. $23-$25. 7:30pm. 15+. See 4/5 listing.

POPEJOY HALL The Midtown Men. The Broadway hit brings
audiences favorite hits from the ’60s from artists such as The
Beatles, The Rascals, The Turtles, Motown, The Four Seasons
and more. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $25-$69. 8-10:30pm. ALL-AGES!
277-9771. alibi.com/v/63a0.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Albuqadabra.
International Brotherhood of Magicians and Albuquerque
Magicians Club presents an evening of entertainment featuring
more than a dozen magicians, including Grand Illusionist
Michael St. Lyon. 1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 7-9pm. 848-1320.
alibi.com/v/6d6a.

VORTEX THEATRE Sleuth. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$24.
7:30pm. 13+. See 4/5 listing.

SONG & DANCE
HOLIDAY DANCE STUDIO Bobcats CD Release: Take Two. Swing
into spring with the band and put on some spats, suspenders
and poodle skirts and swing dance to tunes all evening. The
album is available for purchase. 5200 Eubank Blvd NE. $15.
6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 363-3500. alibi.com/v/6ea7.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande Blvd
NW. $10-$30. 8-9:15pm. 21+. See 4/5 listing.

NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s Music
and Arts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE. ALL-AGES! See
4/4 listing.

ST. MICHAEL & ALL ANGELS EPISCOPAL CHURCH N.M. Bach
Society Concert. Steinway artist Jacquelyn Helin, violinist David
Felberg and flutist Linda Marianiello play Bach’s Brandenburg
Concerto No. 5, selections from the St. Matthew and St. John
Passions and a motet. 601 Montano Rd NW. 7pm. 474-4513.
alibi.com/v/6d68.

ST. STEPHEN’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH Solid Grounds
Coffeehouse. Bebe La La Band combines French influences
and original folk-Americana inspired songs with stunning
harmonies and rhythmic lilts in this live performance. 4601
Juan Tabo NE. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 293-9673. alibi.com/v/6c2x.

LEARN
ERNA FERGUSSON LIBRARY Henna Lecture and Demo. Alissa
Hall presents info on henna where listeners are able to get
their own small henna design as she talks. 3700 San Mateo
Blvd NE. 2-3pm. 18+. 888-8100. alibi.com/v/6d9o.

FILM
NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

American Graffiti. Enjoy a screening of the classic film. 1801
Mountain Rd NW. $8-$10. 7-9pm. 15+. 265-7866.
alibi.com/v/6cko.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARY Monthly Matinee. Enjoy a
¡Colores! double feature celebrating Poetry Month. 423 Central
Ave NE. 2-3pm. ALL-AGES! 848-1376. alibi.com/v/6dei.

SUNDAY APRIL 7
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Ni De Aqui Ni De Allá:
A New Citizen Celebration. Enjoy dance performances from
Valeria Montes and the Casa Flamenca crew and Rujeko
Dumbutshena as well as a set from Baracutanga. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. 5-7:30pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/6d7a.

WORDS
ORGANIC BOOKS Science F iction Author Reading and
Signing. Author R.J. Mirabal reads excerpts from his Rio
Grande Parallax speculative fiction series and signs his books.
111 Carlisle Blvd SE. 3pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/6e9g.

UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING The Power of
Story Pt. 3: Storytellers Game Show. A show made up of
writers writing 3 to 5-minute stories, actors telling the story
and directors directing the actors, some ture, some fictional.
The audience to decides what’s real and what’s fiction. 1634
University Blvd NE. $10. 3pm-6am. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6ear.

ART
CORRALES GROWERS’ MARKET, Corrales ArtsAlive Pop-Up
Treasures. Galleries, shops and restaurants offer new sights,
tastes and artistic demonstrations to delight and stimulate
creativity. 500 Jones Rd. 1-5pm. (301) 613-8166.
alibi.com/v/6e44.

STAGE
AUX DOG THEATRE The Flick. 3011 Monte Vista Blvd NE.
$12-$20. 2pm. See 4/5 listing.

DESERT ROSE PLAYHOUSE God of Carnage . 6921
Montgomery Blvd NE. $20-$25. 2pm. 13+. See 4/5 listing.

MUSICAL THEATRE SOUTHWEST Chicago. 6320 Domingo
Rd NE. $23-$25. 7:30pm. 15+. See 4/5 listing.

POPEJOY HALL Sister’s Easter Catechism. Part pageant and
comedy, this show unearths the origins of Easter bunnies,
eggs, bonnets, baskets and of course those yummy Peeps.
203 Cornell Dr NE. $25-$59. 3-5:30pm. 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/63g5.

VORTEX THEATRE Sleuth. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$24.
2pm. 13+. See 4/5 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ELDORADO HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

2019 Bruce Kroken Scholarship Award Concer t . The
Albuquerque Cincert Band performs for the annual award
concert, filled with fun music that everyone can enjoy. 11300
Montgomer y Blvd. NE. Free. 3-4pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6crw.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Tablao Flamenco. 800 Rio Grande
Blvd NW. $10-$30. 6-7:15pm. ALL-AGES! See 4/5 listing.

NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Ar ts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

FILM
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER, Expo NM

Screening of R.A.W. Tuba: From Sandtown to Symphony. This
documentary chronicles NMPhil principal tuba Richard Antoine
White’s inspiring journey from homeless youth to word-class
symphonic musician. 310 San Pedro Dr NE. 4-6:30pm.
222-0785. alibi.com/v/6d78.

CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Sunday Movie: Robin Hood.
Catch a screening of the film, rated PG-13. 8081 Central
Ave NW. 1:30-3:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/6d25.

STEP UP

WHAT TO BRING:

STATE ID OR DL     PROOF OS SOCIAL SECURITY     PROOF OF ADDRESS

bplplasma.com

2 Great Locations:
22 Yale Blvd SE.(505-266-5729)

701 2nd St. (505-842-6991)

SIT DOWN GET PAID

EARN ON AVERAGE UP TO

$250
A MONTH*

POPEJOY HALL Lea Salonga. The Tony
Award-winner, best known for playing
the singing voices of Jasmine and Fa
Mulan from Disney films, sings with a
powerful voice and perfect pitch. 203

Cornell Dr NE. $25-$69. 7:30-10:30pm.
277-9771. alibi.com/v/63g6.

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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THURSDAY APRIL 4
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Rob Roman •
variety • 4:30pm • The Chris Ravin Band • classic rock • 7pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Emily Musolino • jazz,
blues • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MUSIC

DIRTY BOURBON Drake Hayes Band • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

EFFEX NIGHT CLUBAlchemy • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s • 10pm •
FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Jazz Night at the Casbahs • UNM Jazz Combo •
jazz • 8pm • FREE

INSIDE OUT Mexstep • Saywut!? • Witko • Soy and Kayohes • Freddy
Flowpez • Dj Anjo • Afro-beats, soul • 7pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Myka 9 • hip-hop • Abstract Rude • Aceyalone • 9:30pm

MARBLE BREWERY St. Range • desert rock • DJ Ryan Demond •
R&B, hip-hop, soul • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Beats of Burque • DJ
Wae Fonkey • hip-hop, R&B • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Brzowski • Casper the Hoax • Sapience Christ
and Omen 20012 • Summon • trip-hop • The Haptics • 9pm • $5-$8 •
21+

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke • 7pm •
FREE • 21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 6pm

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL MumboJumbo • jazz • 6pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Tylor Brandon Band • acoustic,
country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kamikaze Karaoke • 7pm • FREE •
21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • 13+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Hank Erwin • Americana, singer-song-
writer • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Chris D’Elia • stand-up comedy • 7:30pm

STAGE @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Stand-Up Comedy Thursdays •
6pm • $10 • 21+

FRIDAY APRIL 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho David K • variety •
4:30pm • Harmon Y Fort • acoustic guitar • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Marie Manning •
variety • 4:30pm • Beg, Borrow and Steal • acoustic rock • 7pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Keith Sanchez • rock, blues, singer-
songwriter • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Peter Jong Chang • rock,
jazz, fusion • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Drake Hayes Band • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Music at the Casbahs • Entourage Jazz • jazz, big
band • 7pm • 21+

INSIDE OUT Moby Dick • Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz, psychedelic •
7pm • $10

ISLETA RESORT & CASINO Michael McDonald • singer-songwriter •
8pm • 21+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY The Brewery Comedy Tour • stand-
up comedy • 8:30pm • $20

LAUNCHPAD The Despots • surf, punk, blues, rock • The Shadowmen •
rockabilly • Mozzy Dee • singer-songwriter • 9:30pm

MARBLE BREWERY DJ Buddhafunk • hip-hop, experimental, neo-
soul • 5pm • Revíva • Fayuca • reggae, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM The Noms • folk rock,
pop • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Eugene • neo R&B •
8pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Silver Crow Asylum • Americana, blues,
jazz • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MONDAY APRIL 8
SONG & DANCE
NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Ar ts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

FILM
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Pokémon: The First Movie.
Catch a free screening of the film, rated G. 8081 Central Ave
NW. 4:30-6:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320. alibi.com/v/6d26.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK “Breaking Bad” Retro Watch
Party. Watch two episodes of the greatest show of all time
on Mondays as the series is played from beginning to end.
1800 Four th Street NW. 7-9pm. 21+. 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/6ct1.

TUESDAY APRIL 9
SONG & DANCE
NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Ar ts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

LEARN
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Arts and Business Workshop:
Working with Contracts, Presenters, Touring, Visas and more.
Juli Henredn leads the workshop. 4121 Cutler Ave NE.
$0-$15. 10am-11:30pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808.
alibi.com/v/6d8x.

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Paint Your Own Ceramic Skull
Planter. All supplies are included and pre-payment is required.
5720 McMahon Blvd. $40. 6-9pm. 21+. alibi.com/v/6aup.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
STRANGEFLOCK GALLERY Guerrilla Photo Group. A weekly
creative collaborative for photographers, models, makeup
artists, stylists and designers of all skill levels. 609 Gold Ave
SW. 5:30-10:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/68i2.

WORDS
LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY 60 Hikes Within 60
Miles. Author David Ryan takes participants to the fascinating
sites this area has to offer with pictures inciting where to
venture through beautiful and sometimes ethereal local land-
scapes. 908 Eastridge Dr NE. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6295.
alibi.com/v/6d9x.

SONG & DANCE
NEW MEXICO PHILHARMONIC The Art of Faith: NMPhil’s
Music and Ar ts Festival 2019. 3035 Menaul Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! See 4/4 listing.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE California Guitar Trio. The
trio explore the intersections between rock, jazz, classical
and world music with the occasional surf or spaghetti Western
tune for good measure. 210 Yale Blvd SE. 7:30-10pm.
268-0044. alibi.com/v/6dg9.

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Rebirth Brass
Band • New Orleans jazz, funk • 8pm
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RED VELVET UNDERGROUND Sorceress of Sound and Song Marie
Black • singer-songwriter • 5pm

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues, R&B •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Super Giant • variety • 8pm

STONE FACE TAVERNAuto Electric Fun Rock • rock • 11am  • 8:30pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. David Garcia • variety • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Danny Harps Band • Americana,
folk, country, bluegrass • 5pm • FREE • 21+

COMEDY
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show •
improv • 9pm • $10 • 13+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Shane Wallin • singer-
songwriter • 9pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK First Fridays Comedy Contest •
stand-up comedy • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY APRIL 6
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz • 6:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Henry Fenton •
variety • 4:30pm • Sean Smith • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Nova Rush • variety •
4:30pm • Spiral Pilots • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-
songwriter, indie • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Rock Zone • rock, blues,
country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Drake Hayes Band • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

EL REY C-Kan • hip-hop, Spanish • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Sol de la Noche • Latin, world, jazz, fusion •
8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Julian Dossett Trio • blues,
roots, rock, soul, jazz, swing, Western • 7pm • free • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Todd Tijerina • blues,
roots, funk, rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

THE RANGE CAFÉ, Bernalillo Slim and the Bluetones • blues, classic
rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SAVOY BAR AND GRILL Kari Simmons Group • R&B, funk, soul •
6pm • FREE • 21+

SEARED Dave Friedlander • jazz, bop • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Shrimp Night • REIGHNBEAU • indietronica • 1960SFE • elec-
tronic, grime • DJ ANJO • DJ SZLA • 9pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Flashback • variety • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Dokken • metal • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Russell James Pyle • folk, singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Jacob Chavez • simger-songwriter,
Americana • Bloody Mary Bar • noon • Hurdle • folk, country, pop,
rock • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Eugene • neo R&B • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

COMEDY
BOX PERFORMANCE SPACE AND IMPROV THEATRE The Show •
improv • 9pm • $10 • 13+

LOUNGE 54 @ SANTA ANA STAR, Bernalillo Shane Wallin • singer-
songwriter • 9pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Kesali. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

SUNDAY APRIL 7
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 1pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Reverend Doctor • soul,
pop • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HIGH AND DRY BREWING Kelsey Manning • folk, blues • 4pm • FREE •
21+

KAKTUS BREWING COMPANY, Bernalillo Kaktus Kats Blues Jam •
3pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Copeland • From Indian Lakes • alternative • Many
Rooms • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Odd Dog • classic rock • 3pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Sundressed • indie, punk • ARCADE RIVALS •
rock • Blow Up the Neighborhood! • Decent Exposure • 8pm

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Curio Cowboys • Western swing • 4pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING CO. The Draft Sessions Open Mic • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

SISTER Dead Soft • Goon • Mephalta • DJ Caterwaul • mutant sounds •
8pm

MONDAY APRIL 8
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with Rob
Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales Drainbows • experimental
alt.rock • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Kero Kero Bonito • pop • Jaakko Eino Kalevi • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Old-Time Jam • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

TUESDAY APRIL 9
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTERO BREWING COMPANY Vinyl Night Out • bring your own
records • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

EL REY San Holo • breakbeat, electronic • Melvv • Taska Black •
Fastghost • 8pm

HIGH AND DRY BREWING Julian Dossett • Western, swing, blues,
jazz, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE • 21+

LA CUMBRE BREWING CO.Anton Bruckner • classical • 6pm • FREE •
21+

LAUNCHPAD Jazz is Phsh • variety • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Songwriter Showcase •
acoustic • Jacob Chavez • Kira Holt • variety • 6pm • FREE • 21+

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

ROCK CANYON TAPROOM, Tijeras Open Mic with Kevin and Anne
Worley • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Chris Dracup Trio • blues, reggae, soul •
6pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm • FREE •
21+

WINNING COFFEE CO. Songwriter Showcase and Listening Room:
Nick Marcotte • Kristina Jacobsen • acoustic • Lara Manzanares • E.
Christina Herr • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob HillTuesday Homie Hangout • Anthony J Martinez •
Greg Ziomek • stand-up comedy • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Music with Mike •
variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock ’n’
roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Encuentros Intimos • Engine • world • 7:30pm

CORRALES BISTRO BREWERY, Corrales David Bridwell • singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Combichrist • industrial • 8pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open Mic •
7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

COMEDY
RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual Wednesdays
Open Mic • Royal Wood • Kevin Baca • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO
George Thorogood and the Destroyers •

classic rock • 8pm
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FOUND OBJECTS
BY CLARKE CONDÉ

ARTS | INTERVIEW

A little bit of both. I’m approaching the
work in a more naive manner, which is why
it is also framed as a myth. Maybe I can go
back, I can fix it and defeat this unknown
figure that is looming over the landscape.
But as you’re going through the work, it
forms a narrative. Once you get there you
can maybe find little pieces of what existed
before, but it has been turned into
something else. It will continue to turn into
something else. That can be a good thing or
a bad thing. It is an unknown thing.

You talked about rural flight. That is
definitely real. You are obviously not
there. What is your responsibility to this
place? 
That is something I think about a lot.
Obviously, my responsibility would be to go
back. Right?

Maybe.
Right. Maybe. Right now it is a little out of
my control. It is something I think about a

Reverse Orientation 
The Flick is a comedy about a minimum wage
crew working in an old 35mm movie theater in
Massachusetts. But here’s the twist, you are
seated on the stage, and they are out in the
seats doing their (comedic acting) jobs
sweeping up popcorn, selling tickets and
running the projector. Tickets are $20 and
seating is very limited (because you will be on
the stage on what I have been assured are
comfortable, cushioned chairs). The shows run
for the next two weeks on Fridays and
Saturdays at 8pm, with 2pm matinees on
Sundays at Aux Dog Theater Nob Hill (3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE). For more information
see auxdogtheatre.org. 

The Cat Spoke Kukani
The new paintings by Jesse Littlebird can best
be expressed in his own words: “A dream. I saw
a light open in the valley, and from the skies a
red rain came down from the mountains, my
mouth closed. The beautiful thoughts of
destined endlessness. Death and taxes. The
dawn of man. The evening of the living in that
valley, tear your heart out and throw it to the
heavens. The cat dug her claws in my back and
spoke in my ear: kukani.” Kukani (Red)
Paintings on the Wall opens this Sunday at
Dialogue Brewing (1501 1st NW) at 6pm. For
more information see dialoguebrewing.com.

Slam Time
Say you’re a poet, you know it and you believe
that people not only in Albuquerque, but in
other parts of the country would like to see
you to show it, then post-haste you should
head on down to the Burque Revolt Poetry
Slam-LAST Chance SLAM this Thursday. As
the name implies, this is your last chance to
qualify for the Burque Revolt Poetry Slam
Battle from whence poets will be chosen to
represent Albuquerque in regional slams
throughout the summer. Join poets from
around Albuquerque and beyond this
Thursday, April 4 from 6:30pm to 9:30pm at
Canvas Artistry (3120 Central SE). This event
is free. For more information see
burquerevoltpoetryslam.wordpress.com.

Free Soup with Purchase
Handmade, dishwasher-safe bowls have been
piling up all year at Off Center Arts’ bowl-
making events and now it is time for them to
find a new home with you during their Sale of
the Bowls for Soup is Love Project. All
proceeds from the sale go to fund the great
work that Off Center Arts does year-round.
The fundraiser begins this Friday, April 5 from
3pm to 8pm, with Saturday and Sunday hours
from 10am to 4pm, and 10am to 3pm,
respectively. But hold on to your bowls
because word has it that “you’ll also receive
soup with your purchase on Saturday and
Sunday!” This is a free event and open to
everyone at Little Bird de Papel (1222
Mountain Rd. NW). For more information see
littlebirddepapel.com.  a

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

T
here is little more prone to mythmaking

than your own perception of where you

grew up. Revisited, distance is skewed.

Places and people appear smaller than they

once were. You are also not what you once

were. Very few things are.
In the American Midwest, things have

changed. Chelsea Darting grew up there and
is now looking through her lens at little
pieces of what is recognizable, and much
that has turned into something less. Is it a
broken landscape undergoing economic
decay and political contraction, or a
wounded king barely doing his once noble
job? 

Somewhere between the two lies a Prairie
Fisher King opening this Saturday at
Trapdoor Gallery. Weekly Alibi spoke with
Chelsea Darting about her show, where she
grew up and how making a myth helps her
understand the complex changes that have
taken place in the American Midwest. The
following is an edited version of that
conversation.

Weekly Alibi: Tell me about the show. 
Chelsea Darting: The work is titled A Prairie
Fisher King. It consists of photographs and
text. The work as a whole exists in a book
form, but the show itself will have the book
and photographs on the wall. It’s an
intimate look at my relationship with my
family and where I grew up. I come from a
small town in central Iowa that has been
experiencing significant industrial decline
and rural flight for the past decade or more.
In many ways this project is an attempt to
grapple with my not only often fraught
relationship with where I am from, but my
simultaneous connection or attachment
with it. It is also taking a look at my own
role in rural flight and the changing
narrative of the place my family has lived
since the early 1800s.

What was it like growing up there?
It is hard to describe. It was great because I
was a big outdoors kid. I was able to run
around and do whatever I wanted. When I
was growing up there, I was very aware of
the decline of the town, the economic and
political changes happening. I feel like that
kind of puts a cloud over things. 

Is your work trying to find that place
that was or are you looking at what it
has become?

lot. What is my responsibility to this place?
What is my responsibility to my family
members? Do I have a responsibility?

Is that a question you find your friends
who are still there asking? Or maybe
those who are not there?
We talk about that a lot, actually. I have this
friend that lives in a bigger city in Iowa. She
wants to leave, but she also thinks it is
important that she stay. She thinks she is
being responsible to the community.

Do you see the writing component of
this project as a description of the
images, like a caption, or do you see it as
integral to the project?
The photographs themselves can sometimes
come across as too disparate. I think the
writing really grounds the project. It’s not
necessarily a description of the images, it’s
more so an immersive experience. The
writing itself is semi-autobiographical prose. 

What is it about the myth?
The project is named after the Fisher King
of Arthurian legend. That motif is of a
wounded ruler and an ailing kingdom. I’m
coopting a Midwest version of this figure. I
really enjoyed that metaphor. For me it
serves two purposes. It supports the notion
of home as something to be idealized, but
also something that can be painful. It also
really simplifies and mythologizes a complex
situation that appeals to childhood

The Myth of 
the Prairie Fisher King

The American Midwest and Chelsea Darting

Chelsea Darter – 

A Prairie Fisher King

Opening Saturday, April 6, 7-10pm

Trapdoor Gallery

1120 Tijeras Ave NW

Free and open to the public

From the exhibit A Prairie Fisher King opening this Saturday PHOTO BY CHELSEA DARTER
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Another piece stems from the performer’s
outreach to the people they know, asking for
their experiences. They sought stories of times
that each person was made to change or made
someone else change. Those memories were
then transcribed, recorded by voice actors and
transformed into a soundscape that serves as
the foundation for a movement piece. The
audience then interacts by selecting from a pile
of clothing what clothing the performers will
wear. 

Poetry serves as the focus of another piece
that aims to have you questioning the
involvement of James Earl Ray in the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (if
you weren’t already doing that). 

One drawback of the non-theater
performance venue is accessibility. I spoke with
Andersen about the limitations of using a space
like this private home for public performances.
He said that in this case it was a “super
bummer” and was something that Arts Hub is
actively taking into account when selecting
sites. 

Andersen says the best thing the audience
can do is not expect the pieces to flow
together, emphasizing that they are each very
different. He suggests the audience approach
the show with an open mind and be open to
the experience of each performance. If they are
open, he says, they will have a good time. a

BY CLARKE CONDÉ

W
hat I never liked about

transmogrification was the idea of

waking up like a cockroach or having

some creepy portrait growing old in the attic.

What the performers of Sonder: Transformations

liked about transmogrification was that change

can be grotesque but need not be magical.

Change, in all its comedy and tragedy can be

raw, real, personal, and if conveyed in short

bursts in a decked-out Nob Hill house,

“lovingly dubbed the Seventies Smash house,”

intimate. 
Sonder: Transformations is the latest

production by the still nebulously-defined
organization Arts Hub. Project director Jeff
Andersen says Arts Hub is in the middle of a
discovery process right now, speaking with
artists throughout Albuquerque about their
needs. “Our whole goal is to support artists and
remove barriers for them to create work here in
Albuquerque. But we don’t know what all
those barriers are yet.” Transformation is
something of an uber-theme at Arts Hub, with
an end goal of building community and a
process for now of producing shows like Sonder:
Transformations that are unlike those
commonly found in New Mexico.

The show itself is actually five different
shows, in five rooms, by six performers,
throughout one house. Each performance is
around 10 minutes long between which the
audience moves from room to room in groups
of 10. Eclectic and unrelated, audience
participation is integral to each of the
performances. One of the advantages of
performing off stage in a house are the
interactions that develop between performer
and audience. Andersen says it is not an
interaction meant to make the audience
uncomfortable, but engaged. 

While styles vary, each performer brings to
the house their own strengths and background.
Performers including the lead singer of Red
Light Cameras (Amanda Machon),
Albuquerque’s inaugural poet laureate (Hakim
Bellamy), the executive director of Blackout
Theatre (Ericka Olvera), aerialists with
AirDance NM (Cortney Baca and Christina
Cavaleri) and the owner of the film/media
company Elixir Productions (Magdeline
Gallegos). 

One of the pieces is based around a
performer’s excerpts from their teenage diary.
The audience will choose excerpts that will
serve as prompts to send the performer into a
memory of the event. In improv, it’s called
“Scenes from a Hat,” here it is transformational
scenes from the actor’s teenage life. 

ARTS | PREVIEW

Sonder: Transformations

Opening Thursday, April 4, 7:30pm

The “Seventies Smash House”

723 Parkland Circle SE

Tickets: $15 at the door

Grotesque Change in

Seventies Splendor
Arts Hub Presents Sonder: Transformations

Amanda Machon prepares to perform in
Sonder: Transformations.
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BY DAN PENNINGTON

W
e’ve all seen someone share on Facebook

a “cooking video they’re saving for later”

and thought “well, that’s absolutely vile.

They want to feed that to their loved ones?”

What’s more, this video of trash in a pot has

somehow accumulated millions of views, and

people are going wild for it. Have we lost touch

with adventures in taste, or is everyone else just

wrong? (Don’t feel alone; it turns out you’re

not crazy.) Gluttons for punishing food seem to

be on the rise, and we’re giving you a guide to

it all.

I’ll start with a fairly innocuous video, that

was just someone throwing down a layer of

cheese in a sauté pan, then making three

sections covered in peas, ham and corn. That’s

it, the whole recipe right there. Referred to as

“The Easy Pizza” somehow they made this

video last over two minutes long. I’ll skip the

obvious list of reasons why that is neither

easy—nor is scrapping pizza-burnt cheese off

my good pan how I want to spend 10 minutes

after eating that sin against God—and jump

into the meat of it. These are what I like to call

“Eff it, why not?” recipes, where they had the

means to try it and went for the gold. This

video had amassed near three million views at

the time, with tens of thousands of shares. In

what world is this something anyone would feel

the need to spread? It’s not so much a recipe as

it is a crash course in ruining a loved one’s day,

because if I was given this for dinner, I would

abandon that person. The one saving grace to

this story is that on this video, there was some

dissent in the comments discussing the

necessity of two minutes for something as

brainless as “cheese and other stuff in a pan

over medium heat for a while.”

Then we have what have become known as

“Depression Meals.” Not necessarily named

after depression as an illness, but for the styles

of meals eaten during the Great Depression;

the idea is to use what you have to make

something. This shouldn’t be confused with

“depressing meals” which are simple, thrown-

together easy foods like oven pizza, ramen,

peanut butter and jelly or all three on a night

of heavy drinking and next morning regrets.

One fine example of a depression meal is

gnocchi in A.1. steak sauce, with salt and

butter. Is it edible? By the legal definition of

the word, yes. Is it worth it? That’s a discussion

between you and your deity of choice.

Essentially, you can create these meals with

literally anything you can find around the

house, throwing it together and hoping it’s

enough to stave off the cold embrace of death,

rather than rush it towards you faster than

before.

are easily done at home. His Youtube channel
has over 600 thousand subscribers, is shot in
glorious 4K, and tends to be inventive without
throwing too much weirdness in. What’s best
is that he’s relatable. Nothing he makes is an
over-the-top masterpiece; it’s more an
everyman’s meal that you can throw together
with a little effort and love.

•  Binging With Babish – If you’re in any
kind of a nerd circle, you’ve heard of this guy.
He takes famous foods from works of fiction,
from literature to games, and makes an earnest
effort to create something good out of it.
We’ve all seen that one amazing food from a
show and wanted to try it, and he creates
complex but manageable ways to make them.
On top of that, the food is gorgeous and an
absolute pleasure to look at.

•  Tasty – We know, we know, we ripped
on them earlier but hear us out: Tasty usually
has a good idea of what they’re doing. A few
missteps are allowed when you have 13 million
subscribers and release daily videos. From
straightforward videos on how to make damn
near anything you can think of in multiple
different ways to some of Tasty’s more fact
based videos on how to prepare certain foods
based on their quality, or just learning the
history behind your favorite foodstuff, there is
a massive wealth of knowledge hidden within
this channel just waiting to be tapped.

Much like a car accident, it’s hard to look
away from food disasters on the internet. Many
of us pride ourselves on our cooking and for
good reason. Don’t let this article deter you
from experimenting, as progress requires trying
new things. But for the good of those around
you, take the time to learn what you’re doing
before jumping into something hog wild and
crazy. Those sitting down to eat with you will
definitely appreciate it.  a

The Internet Idiot’s Cooking Guide
Quit sharing your garbage meals on social media

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY DAN PENNINGTON

Finally we have something that has yet to
gain a proper English name, but is referred as
“punibile dalla morte.” These are heinous
reimaginings of time treasured recipes, given a
modern spin in some capacity that not only
destroys the integrity of the dish, but also of
your entire family’s bloodline. The main
reference I have for one of these culinary
disasters is from Tasty, who presented the
world with a One-Pot Creamy Chicken Bacon
Pesto Pasta, which sounds amazing on the
surface. Everything is going fine and normal,
with the chicken and bacon getting cooked
nicely, onions and spinach tossed in to cook
down, and then these fools, biting their
thumbs at the heavens, boil pasta in five cups
of milk. I am the grandson of two Italian
immigrants, and my grandmother still makes
her pasta and sauce by hand for any large
family gathering. I have no proof I am her
favorite grandchild, but I know for a fact that
if I ever made this kitchen disaster, I would be
so thoroughly out of the running for the title
that there would never be any chance of me
salvaging it.

So we’re left wondering why? Has creativity
run dry to the point that we toss any sense of
tradition out the window? We live in an era
where we no longer need to rely on old family
recipes to get us through to the next
interesting meal. We have a wealth of
information on the internet to guide our hands
in the kitchen to create something
extraordinary and cool, yet we’re surrounded
by things that barely pass for edible in our
social media feeds. The good news is that, you
can search out people carrying on the tradition
of killer cooking with very little effort
(Pinterest salad jars aside).

•  Sam the Cooking Guy – Sam does some
truly cool things with food, and most of them

Burque Block Party
Tickets for the Taste of Nob Hill event from Nob
Hill Main Street are on sale. Described as
“Albuquerque’s most vibrant, chic, and locally
sourced neighborhood with a ‘Taste’ of its best
restaurants,” it’ll be happening Saturday, May 4
with food, live music and beer. With tickets
starting at $15, this is a fantastic way to get a
well-rounded Nob Hill experience without
breaking the bank. For more information on the
event and to buy tickets, be sure to check out
the Nob Hill Main Street Facebook page.

Donald Trump Hates Millenials?!

In news that should shock literally no one,
Donald Trump tweeted–before making any
effort to actually think through his statement–
that his next step in stopping immigration would
be to close the border. As reported on by
Reuters: “Nearly half of all imported US
vegetables and 40 percent of imported fruit are
grown in Mexico, according to the latest data
from the United States Department of
Agriculture.” What does this mean for you?
Higher prices on said fruits and veggies in your
store, and the death of the avocado toast
industry. Current estimates by Steve Barnard,
president and chief executive of Mission
Produce, state that we’d have enough avocados
to last us about three weeks. What follows after
will most likely be remembered as “The
Aguacalypse” as chips go undipped across the
nation, and millenials struggle to find a brunch
meal that’s both filling, decadent and Instagram-
worthy. I hope you’re happy, Donald. 

Definitely Play with Your Food
Another 505 Food Fight is on, this time
featuring chef Sean Staggs of Bien Shur vs.
chef Stephen Ormsby of Savor. For $10, you get
to be a part of the action and help support New
Mexico Suicide Prevention with two amazing
chefs going head to head in a competition to
impress the judges for the evening. Tickets are
at the door the night of, April 4, and the fun
starts at 9pm at High Point Grill (9780 Coors
Blvd NW). These events are always nerve-
wracking and exciting, while also showcasing
some of the coolest creations in the culinairy
field here in New Mexico. 

You Can Gose Your Own Way
Cantero Brewing Company (3351 Columbia Dr
NE) is launching the first hemp-infused beer in
New Mexico with their Hempowered Pineapple
Gose. Brewed with real pineapple and infused
with natural hemp seed, the supply is limited so
if you’re looking to be one of the few who get to
try it first, make sure you get there early. It’s
launching officially on April 5, starting at 11am.
While we haven’t gotten a preview sample to
write anything about (wink-wink), they describe
the flavor as “refreshingly salty, sweet and sour
with notes of tropical fruit and citrus,” which
sounds like exactly the kind of thing you’re
looking for in a craft gose.  a

In a way, doesn’t a dumpster loom over us all? COURTNEY FOSTER



FOOD | CHEF DU JOUR

BY DAN PENNINGTON

L
ike most people, when I hear “Celtic

cuisine” my mind goes to a few staples:

shepherd’s pie, corned beef and cabbage

and haggis. Celtic culture has always been a

favorite of mine, which has even resulted in

me owning more than one kilt. We got a call

at the office from Eric Vigil, who let me know

the NM Renaissance Celtic Festival was

holding a fundraiser, and they wanted me to

swing by. “This sounds awesome,” I remember

saying, “but you do know I’m the food editor,

right?” That was when he put chef Eric

McBride on the phone. McBride was the chef

for the evening, and McBride told me on the

phone he is referred to as “The Godfather of

Celtic Cuisine.” I didn’t need to hear another

word to want to learn more about the owner,

operator and creator of The Celtic Caterer.

The event I attended was a masquerade

ball, and even in my best finery (kilt

included), I stuck out in the crowd. Everyone

was in elaborate outfits, from full ball gown to

fine furs draped across shoulder, a man in full

Knights Templar wear and even an elaborate

plague doctor outfit that caught me by surprise

the first time I saw it. While the chamber

music played and with the tables set for

dinner, you can tell that the goal for this

festival in the future is clear and defined, and

the support is in place.

I caught up with chef McBride and Vigil

before dinner, and even amongst all the work

that needed to be done, we got to chat for a

little while before I let them get back to their

duties. Before I knew it, dinner was being

served and I took my seat. It was a full four-

course traditional Celtic meal, and there was

more food than I could handle. Starting with

Irish Stuffed Mushrooms and a Smoked

Salmon Whiskey Cheese Soup, it was

followed up with an Irish Spice Beef Brisket,

baked potato stuffed with fried cabbage and

mushrooms in a red wine butter sauce. The

meal ended with a Sticky Toffee Pudding.

There isn’t enough space on the page to do

justice to this feast, but if you get the chance

to try it, don’t pass it up.

With dinner finished and guests satisfied

and enjoying the night’s entertainment, I

finally got a few minutes to sit down with chef

McBride and learn a little more about him. A

former resident of New Mexico, he graduated

with a bachelor’s degree in history from UNM,

which plays into the historical aspect of his

cooking. “I took the history and my

knowledge of cooking and worked to bring it

into the modern era,” he says. “I’m on a

crusade to teach what is Celtic cuisine,

Celtic Cuisine With
A Side Of History

because no one really does it. I connect the

dots between these dishes and these nations.”

While working in restaurants, he mentions

he used to work for a high profile Austrian

chef who told him “there’s no such thing as

good Scottish food.” McBride starts laughing

after this, and follows with “That was a

throwdown of a gauntlet, and now I have a

whole career because of that one statement.”

He’s not wrong on that point, as he currently

has six different books available for purchase

at celticcaterer.com and is constantly traveling

around the country, teaching and participating

in different events related to Celtic cuisine.

His passion for community and food helped

make this event possible, in fact. “This is the

very first fundraiser they’ve done,” referring to

NMRCF. “I reached out to a bunch of

different people. All the folks in the kitchen

are from Highland High School, and they’ve

been working since 8 this morning kicking

butt. APS have loaned us the plates and

cutlery for the day, and we have some

members from the Order of the Arrow with

the Boy Scouts who donated time to make this

happen.” I should mention that during this

interview there were a ton of people running

around and making things happen behind-

the-scenes, but they were all smiling and

having a blast. 

It’s clear that community support is already

in place, and that they’re well on their way to

getting this festival fully up and running by

this time next year. They’re still working to

get the pieces in place, and if you want to

learn more or get involved, you can find all

the information you need over at

nmrenceltfest.com. a
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Chef Eric McBride is not only talented, but full
of personality. 
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

L
eave it to Chinese kitchen sink realist Jia

Zhangke to drain every ounce of exoticism

from the gangster film genre with his most

intimate yet sweeping epic to date, Ash is

Purest White. Over the course of his career

(which includes such international art house

sensations as The World, Still Life, A Touch of

Sin and Mountains May Depart), Jia’s

independent, “underground,” shot-on-digital-

video features have established him as a

pioneer among China’s “Sixth Generation”

filmmakers.
Ash Is Purest White looks, on the surface,

like a typical jianghu film. Jianghu—which
translates as “rivers and seas”—refers to a
subset of Chinese martial arts films centered
on the underworld of beggars, vagabonds,
bandits and gangsters. They’ve evolved into
the Chinese equivalent of organized crime
dramas like The Godfather and Scarface. (In a
brilliant, self-referential nod, the gangsters
here all slavishly watch John Woo’s action
classic The Killer, while Ash’s soundtrack drop’s
Sally Yeh’s melodramatic theme song from
that 1989 film into the mix on more than one
occasion.) 

But Jia isn’t the type to craft a standard-
issue, laudatory celebration of criminal
behavior. Instead of focusing his lens on low-
level Chinese gangster Bin (Liao Fan from
Black Coal, Thin Ice), Jia moves his camera
over a foot or so to gaze into the face of Bin’s
companion Qiao (played by Jia’s wife and
muse Zhao Tao). Qiao is a pretty, not-
necessarily-young woman with personality and
energy. She hangs out at Bin’s garish
nightclub, and it’s clear from her interaction
with the various mahjong-playing hoods who
habituate the joint that she’s not the type to
take crap from anyone. She flits among these
gun-wielding criminals—utterly unintimidated

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Poetry in Motion
New Mexico PBS returns to the Special
Collections Library (423 Central NE) on Saturday,
April 6 for another double-feature of local history
featuring KNME’s documentary series “¡Colores!”
April’s screening celebrates National Poetry
Month and will include the documentaries
“Summon the Fire” (which looks into
Albuquerque’s community of slam poetry readings)
and “My Words Are Power” (which examines how
poetry promotes self-esteem and self-discovery
among teens). Admission to this event, which runs
2 to 3pm inside the Special Collections Library’s
Botts Hall, is free and open to the public.

Art Project
The New Mexico Film Office offers another
behind-the-scenes career training this coming
Saturday, April 6. This week’s training focuses on a
film’s art department. The art department is
responsible for creating all of the scenery that is
seen on camera. Production designers, art
directors, set designers, model makers, graphic
designers and prop builders are just a few of the
jobs that fall under the umbrella of the art
department. Marisa Frantz will speak about the
hierarchy of the art department, the design
process and the specific skills involved. If you’re
curious about a career in film and TV, this might be
just the thing to kick-start your life in show biz. It
all takes place from 10:30am to 1pm at the Special
Collections Library (423 Central Ave. NE). This
training/lecture is free; but due to the popularity of
these events, you need to sign up in advance at
eventbrite.com to guarantee a seat. For more info
go to nmfilm.com/nmfo-events/#Trainings.

American Movie
The New Mexico Museum of Natural History and
Science and the Albuquerque Film & Music
Experience present another classic film on the big
screen of the museum’s DynaTheater. This
Saturday, April 6, at 7pm, it’s George Lucas’ classic
coming-of-age comedy American Graffiti. Set in
Modesto, Calif. in 1962, the ensemble cast film
looks in on a group of teenagers on their final night
of high school as they cruise around listening to
rock ’n’ roll and engaging in various adventures
over the course of a single night. Among the cast
of this 1973 classic are Richard Dreyfuss, Ron
Howard, Paul Le Mat, Cindy Williams, Candy Clark
and Harrison Ford. Tickets are $10 general
admission or $7.50 for Museum Foundation
members and AFME sponsors. The New Mexico
Museum of Natural History & Science is located at
1801 Mountain Road NW. For more info go to
abqfilmx.com.

Lie To Me
New Mexico Women in Film presents part three of
its Power of Story series. This month’s installment
is titled “The Power of Story: Storytellers Game
Show.” It’s made up of local writers, actors and
directors. The writers write a three-to-five-minute
story, the actors tell the story and the directors
direct them. Sounds simple enough, right? The
twist? Some of the actors will tell a true story,
while others will tell a fictional story. Only the
writers know what’s what. It’s up to the audience
to deduce what’s real and what’s fiction. You can
even ask questions of the characters before
making your decision. “The Storytellers Game
Show” is a great way to highlight the different
approaches that a story can take—and how
writing, acting and directing affect them. Tickets to
this event are $10 for non-NMWIF members and
free for members. The game gets underway at
3pm at the UNM Continuing Education Theater
Auditorium (1634 University Blvd. NE). For more
info go to nmwif.com. a

by the macho environment—playfully socking
them in the back and stealing cigarettes. 

Ash Is Purest White starts out in 2001—an
important step back in China’s recent history.
A quick side trip to Qiao’s hometown reveals a
grim little village choked with concrete-
colored government housing. Qiao’s father is
an aging miner, still parroting the party line
about workers rights and railing against the
encroachment of capitalism. Contrast these
scenes with the ones of Qiao dancing to the
Village People in her boyfriend’s nightclub and
it’s clear that the capitalist invasion her father
fears has already happened. China is on the
verge of some rapid social change.

Back in the big city, Bin’s ballroom dance-
obsessed boss is assassinated by a rival gang.
Soon, Bin finds himself targeted by some
young punks on motorcycles. He holds his own
in the ensuing street fight, but is quickly
overwhelmed. Following this rare burst of
action, Qiao frightens the thugs off with a
warning shot from Bin’s handgun. When the
authorities follow up with an investigation,
Qiao refuses to rat out Bin over the illegal
weapon. She takes the rap and ends up with a
five-year prison sentence. It’s clear at this
point—as if it weren’t already—that Qiao
takes the jianghu idea of honor and loyalty
more seriously than Bin. No mere trophy
girlfriend is this gal.

From here the film leapfrogs to 2006, when
Qiao is released from prison. Unfortunately,
Bin—embarrassed by Qiao’s sacrifice and his
inability to visit her in jail—refuses to speak to
her. Unwilling to accept the brush off, she
undertakes a long journey to see him. In this
middle section, our protagonist is exposed to

even more of the country’s shifting values.
After being robbed of her cash and ID card
along the way, Qiao is forced to live off the
larcenous skills she acquired in prison. Looser
and more amusing than the segments that
bookend it, this extended road trip also opens
up the film’s camera work, winding down the
Yangtse River with Qiao and into a string of
rapidly swelling towns—all of which are about
to disappear under the looming Three Gorges
hydroelectric dam project. Yet more
metaphorical evidence of China’s shifting
cultural landscape.

In the film’s final section, we slip into
present-day China, with Qiao running her
own gambling den back in the big city.
Fortunes, times and people have changed
dramatically. Ash Is Purest White is a long
journey from start to finish, and Jia has a lot to
say here—most of it tied to China’s rapid
transition from communism to capitalism. It’s
less about the dangers of an international,
money-based economy and more about the
inability of China’s population to make the
sudden cultural shift. 

Most of the film is shot on handheld DV
cameras in dark back rooms and dusty,
overcrowded neighborhoods. But Jia and his
regular cinematographer Yu Lik-Wai (with an
assist from French director of photography Eric
Gautier) know when to make with the vivid
pop of color or the striking composition. This
isn’t the often depressing neorealism of
Vittorio De Sica or Roberto Rossellini. Like
his idols (Michelangelo Antonioni, for
example), Jia finds a humble beauty in brutal
honesty. Minimalist in nature and almost
documentary-like in its visuals, Ash Is Purest
White is a surprisingly light and engaging
journey—one that evolves from revamped
gangster film to contemplative character story
to quietly observational look at modernity and
the various discontents that come with it. a

Ash Is Purest White
Chinese gangster saga evolves with its country’s economic history

Date night in gangster town

Ash Is Purest White
Written and directed by Jia Zhangke

Starring Zhao Tao, Liao Fan, Xu Zheng

Unrated; Opens Friday 4/5.
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

the brutal Chinatown Tong wars. Weirdly,
this is based on a concept that Bruce
Lee came up with back in the ’70s.
Allegedly, Warner Bros. ripped off the
idea and made the martial arts Western
“Kung Fu” with David Carradine. Now
producer-director Justin Lin (The Fast
and the Furious franchise) revives the
idea with little-known British-Japanese
actor Andrew Koji in the lead role.

SATURDAY 6

Native Son (HBO 8pm) First-time
filmmaker Rashid Johnson and Pulitzer-
winning playwright Suzan-Lori Parks
modernize Richard Wright’s seminal
1940 novel about a young African
American man who takes a job working
as a chauffeur for a highly influential
Chicago family. Ashton Sanders (of
Moonlight) stars.

SUNDAY 7

“Expedition Unknown: Egypt Live”
(Discovery 7pm) Josh Gates and crew
broadcast from the middle of the
Egyptian desert where archaeologists
will open a 3,000-year-old sealed
sarcophagus live on TV. I would issue
dire warnings about plagues and
curses, but these live TV stunts are
notoriously anticlimactic. 

“Lazor Wulf” (Cartoon Network 1am)
Adult Swim’s trippy new animated
series is about … well, there is a wolf
with a laser cannon on his back. Other
than that, it’s hard to say. It’s created by
British African broadcaster Henry Bonsu
(who was sacked by BBC London for
being “too intellectual”) and produced
by Daniel Weidenfeld (“China, IL”), Carl
Jones (“The Boondocks”) and rapper
Vince Staples. 

MONDAY 8

“White Boy” (Starz 7pm) Starz
airs this documentary about
teenage FBI informant Richard
Wershe Jr, who ran a
“sophisticated underground
cocaine operation” in Detroit—
while working for the FBI. Wershe
was the subject of the 2018
crime drama White Boy Rick.

TUESDAY 9

“The Code” (KRQE-13 8pm) Love
the military legal drama “JAG”?
Then you’ll love the military legal
drama “The Code.” It’s about
Marine lawyers, as opposed to
Navy lawyers—meaning shows
about Army lawyers and Air
Force lawyers can’t be far
behind.

“Fosse/Verdon” (FX 11pm) Sam
Rockwell (Three Billboards
Outside Ebbing, Missouri) and
Michelle Williams (Brokeback
Mountain) star in this
biographical series about the
romantic and creative
partnership between director-
choreographer Bob Fosse and
dancer-actress Gwen Verdon.

WEDNESDAY 10

“Dark Side of the Ring”
(Viceland 7pm) Viceland
examines “infamous moments”
and “untold secrets” from the
world of pro wrestling in this six-
part documentary series. a

THURSDAY 4

“In the Dark” (KWBQ-19 8pm)
Michael Showalter (of “The State” and
Wet Hot American Summer) executive
produces and directs this comedy-
drama about a “flawed and irreverent”
twentysomething blind woman (Perry
Mattfeld) who navigates life in a
drunken haze. One day she stumbles
across the corpse of her one and only
friend, a teenage drug dealer. But the
body disappears before the police
arrive, leaving our heroine to solve the
murder herself.

FRIDAY 5

“Quicksand” (Netflix streaming
anytime) From Sweden comes this
crime series about a high school
student who finds herself on trial for
murder after a deadly tragedy at a
Stockholm prep school. 

“Yes, It’s Really Us Singing—The Crazy
Ex-Girlfriend Concert Special”
(KWBQ-19 8pm) Not content with an
ordinary series finale (which precedes
this), Rachel Bloom and her fellow
cast members say goodbye with a
concert special featuring favorite
songs from the cult comedy’s four-
season run.

“Warrior” (Cinemax 11pm) In the wake
of the American Civil War, a young
martial arts prodigy, recently arrived
from China, finds himself dragged into

Booze and Cheers
“Abby’s” on NBC

A
s the calendar clicks over to April, we find
ourselves deep in the weeds of midseason
replacement time. Longtime Idiot Box

viewers should know that any show a broadcast
network is just now getting around to
premiering can’t possibly have the confidence of
executives and programmers. If it did, it would
have premiered back in October with the rest of
the new season. April is barely a month away
from summer TV season, and that’s just a death
slot for “limited series” and endless true crime
spin-offs of “20/20.” So what is NBC doing
airing the pilot for “Abby’s,” a show with an
impressive lineup of industry talent, this time of
year? Suspicion is warranted. 

“Abby’s” is the work of creator Josh
Malmuth, who served as producer on such hit
sitcoms as “New Girl” and “Superstore.”
Michael Schur and David Miner are also on
board as executive producers. You might have
seen their names on “The Office,” “Parks and
Recreation,” “Brooklyn Nine-Nine” and “The
Good Place.” So far, so good.

Set in a working-class San Diego
neighborhood, the series centers on Abby
(Natalie Morales of criminally underrated
superhero series “The Middleman”). Abby is a
“bisexual Latina ex-Marine sergeant”—which is
commendable in terms of representation, but
frankly very little of that ever actually comes up.
It seems that Abby has spent years running an
unlicensed neighborhood bar in the back yard
of the home she rents. The show quickly
establishes the “situation” in its sitcom by
introducing dorky, jazz-loving engineer Bill
(Franklin Nelson from “The Millers” and “New
Girl”). Bill is the exact opposite of Abby.
Naturally, he’s her new landlord, having

inherited the property from his elderly aunt. 
He balks at Abby’s illegal establishment, of

course; but after 15 minutes of snarky patter, he’s
totally on board as her new partner. The excuse
is that Bill’s recently divorced and lonely. The
sense of community that Abby’s bar fosters—
among a stereotyped selection of drunk
suburbanites hiding from their nearby families—
appeals to him. Or something to that effect.
“Abby’s” doesn’t try very hard to build storylines.
It’s a straight-up, old school three-camera sitcom
with the standard “setup/punchline” joke
structure. The one “gimmick” it offers is that it’s
recorded live in front of a studio audience—
outdoors! (It’s shot on the same studio backlot as
Wisteria Lane from “Desperate Housewives.”)
Meh.

The cast, including the likes of Neil Flynn
(“Scrubs,” “The Middle”) and Jessica Chaffin
(“Zoey 101,” “Man with a Plan”), are all old
hands at this sort of back-and-forth, insult-heavy
banter. They goose the punchlines with
conviction. But the lines are just so generic. (Big
dude: “I don’t like confrontation.” Bar back:
“But you’re the bouncer!” Big dude: “I know, it’s
messed up!”) Meh.

The show is obviously hoping to mine comic
friction from the partnership between gruff
Abby and uptight Bill. But Sam and Diane this
ain’t. “Abby’s” tries to wed old school sitcom
structure with edgy content. (Did we mention
the main character is bisexual?). The cast is
gung ho, but the humor is just too mild to
qualify as “edgy” or particularly “funny.” With its
laugh tracks and its live studio audience,
“Abby’s” feels like a leftover ’90s sitcom. Or
something from CBS. a

“Abby’s” airs Thursdays at 8:30pm on KOB-4.

Summer CHOWTOWN 2019.
put the money where the mouth is and you should too! 
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RETURNING

The Blues Brothers (1980)
Nearly 40 years after it first hit theaters, The Blues
Brothers remains arguably the best “Saturday Night
Live” spin-off film. John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd
playing it straight. James Brown preaching to the
choir. Cab Calloway, Ray Charles and Aretha
Franklin showing you how it’s done. Carrie Fisher
with a grenade launcher. What’s not to love? 133
minutes. R. (Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Erin Brockovich (2000)
Julia Roberts stars in this popular Oscar winner
about real-life single mother-turned-activist Erin
Brockovich, who takes on a California power com-
pany polluting her city’s water supply. 131 minutes.
R. (Flix Brewhouse)

Howl’s Moving Castle (2004)
Hayao Miyazaki adapts Diana Wynne Jones’ young
adult novel for this animated masterpiece. This fab-
ulous fairy tale concerns a young girl, cursed to live
as an old woman, who takes up residence in the tit-
ular dwelling of a handsome wizard in hopes of
finding a cure. The story, mixing fantasy and tech-
nology, is more intuitive than logical; but fans (both
young and old) of otherworldly drama will be duly
impressed. In English dubbed and English subtitled
versions. 119 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck (2015)
In honor of the anniversary of Kurt Cobain’s pass-
ing, New Mexico Entertainment Magazine brings this
2015 documentary back to the big screen. The
short life and shocking death of the Nirvana front-
man is picked apart in this first-ever fully authorized
documentary. Cobain’s personal archive of art,
music, journals and home movies is blended with
animation and interviews to create a kaleidoscopic
portrait of the mercurial musician. 138 minutes.
Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

Monty Python and the Holy Grail (1975)
It’s really just a wacky collection of absurd bits fea-
turing the members of Monty Python (Cleese, Palin,
Gilliam, Chapman, Idle and Jones) dressed up in
medieval outfits acting out the story of Arthur and
his Knights of the Round Table. But damned if this
classic British comedy isn’t a nonstop riot. 90 min-
utes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

STILL PLAYING

Alita: Battle Angel
Yukito Kishiro’s action-packed cyberpunk
manga/anime series Battle Angel Alita gets the live-
action treatment courtesy of director Robert Ro-
driguez (Once Upon a Time in Mexico, From Dusk Till

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Pet Sematary
The popular Stephen King horror novel, turned into a
movie back in 1989, gets a reboot. This time around
Jason Clarke (Terminator Genisys) and Amy Seimetz
(Alien: Covenant) are the grieving parents who turn
to a mysterious, mystical burial ground when their
daughter is accidentally killed. Nothing good comes
out of that, I can assure you. 101 minutes. R.
(Opens Thursday 4/4 at Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16
IMAX & RPX)

Shazam!
After years of wallowing in husky whispers and grim-
dark atmospheres, DC Comics/Warner Bros. finally
realizes that superhero movies should be fun, aspi-
rational and—dare we say it?—heroic. A streetwise
14-year-old orphan (wide-eyed Asher Angel from
Disney’s “Andi Mack”) is contacted by an other-
worldly wizard who gifts him with a host of magical
superpowers (not to mention the ability to transform
into a musclebound adult—played by Zachary Levi).
With the help of his adoptive family, our “hero” does
his best to figure out his abilities (not to mention the
meaning of heroism). But it’s not long before an evil
scientist (Mark Stong as Dr. Sivana) shows up trying
to steal those powers. This entertaining and surpris-
ingly heartfelt action comedy trusts its source mate-
rial, accepting the cartoonish elements and
borrowing a lot from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank’s
“New 52” version of the character. 132 minutes. PG-
13. (Opens Thursday 4/4 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

Transit
In this modern-day adaptation of Anna Seghers’
1942 novel Transit Visa, a German refugee (Franz
Rogowski, Happy End) flees to Marseilles while as-
suming the identity of a recently deceased writer
whose papers he is carrying. There, he gets involved
in the complex culture of the local refugee commu-
nity, becoming enmeshed in the lives of a young
mother and son. Director Christian Petzold (Phoenix,
Barbara, The State I Am In) keeps the original story
intact, but strips away the World War II elements,
stranding the story in a sort of timeless no man’s
land that invites countless comparisons between
Nazi Germany and current-day Europe. In French
and German with English subtitles. 101 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/5 at Guild Cinema)

Weed the People
Actress/talk show host Ricki Lake is the executive
producer of this documentary which looks at
cannabis laws in America that force desperate par-
ents to obtain cannabis oil from underground
sources to spare their children the ravages of child-
hood cancer and other illnesses. 95 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Wednesday 4/10 at Guild Cinema)

NEW
ABQ Indie Film Festival
This new, locally based film festival features 11 short
films, covering a variety of topics, from around the
world. Two screening blocks are followed by a Q&A
session with several of the filmmakers. Go to
abqindiefestival.com for a complete schedule of
films and times. 180 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Thursday 4/11 at Guild Cinema)

The Aftermath
Keira Knightley, Jason Clarke and Alexander Skars-
gard star in this melodrama-heavy historical ro-
mance. In the, well, aftermath of WWII, an aloof
British colonel (Clarke) and his emotionally
wounded wife (Knightley) are assigned to live in
Hamburg during the postwar reconstruction of Ger-
many. But tensions arise with the German widower
(Skarsgard) who previously owned the house. Also,
in case you couldn’t figure it out, the German dude
is really hot, leading to the inevitable soapy love tri-
angle. R. (Opens Friday 4/5 at Century 14 Down-
town)

Ash Is Purest White
Reviewed this issue. 136 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 4/5 at High Ridge)

The Best of Enemies
Taraji P. Henson stars in this biographical drama
about little-known civil rights activist Ann Atwater,
who in 1971 went head-to-head with C.P. Ellis, the
Exalted Grand Cyclops of the Ku Klux Klan (played
here by Sam Rockwell), over the issue of school seg-
regation. Against all odds, she actually changed his
mind, and the two became close friends who to-
gether worked on a number of social causes over
the years. 133 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday
4/4 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Lucifer
When the boss of a ruling political party so powerful
he’s likened to “God” dies unexpectedly, the loss of
leadership causes a vacuum among his greedy fel-
low politicos. A strong candidate for replacement ar-
rives in the form of manly Stephen Nedumbally
(Indian superstar Mohanlal, an actor in roughly 360
films). Despite the heavily political setting, at some
point—naturally—it goes Indian action movie crazy
with plenty of assassins, explosions, guns and kung
fu. In Malayalam with English subtitles. 175 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 4/6 at Century Rio)

Majili
In his teenage years Poorna (Naga Chaitanya)
dreamed of joining a cricket team. As an adult, how-
ever, he meets and falls in love with Anshu (Divyan-
sha Kaushik). But their plans are shattered when
their families disapprove of the union. At age 35
poor Poorna is a broken man living in a loveless
marriage and dreaming of his lost love Anshu. One
day he decides to turn his life around by living out
his dream as a cricket coach. But who will he
choose on the romantic front? In Telugu with English
subtitles. 130 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/5
at Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Man Who Killed Don Quixote
Terry Gilliam’s loooong-awaited updating of the clas-
sic Don Quixote tale finally comes to theaters after
several aborted attempts and one hilariously de-
pressing documentary (Lost in La Mancha). Adam
Driver (Star Wars: Episode VII—The Force Awakens)
stars as a disillusioned commercial director who
gets pulled back in time and mistaken for Sancho
Panza by a nutty Spanish cobbler (Jonathan Pryce
from Brazil). 132 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Wednes-
day 4/10 at Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX
& RPX)

Palau the Movie
This religious tract biopic relates the story of Luis
Palau Jr., an international Christian evangelist who
was born in Argentina and moved to Portland in his
twenties to enroll in a graduate program in Biblical
studies. He’s good buddies with Billy Graham and
has been categorized by many as Graham’s spiritual
successor. This one’s for select audiences. You know
who you are. 120 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Satur-
day 4/6 at Century Rio)

Lucifer

Dawn, Sin City) and writer-producer James
Cameron (Aliens, Terminator 2: Judgment Day, Ti-
tanic). A severely damaged android in the form of a
young girl (Rosa Salazar) is found in a scrapheap
by a rogue scientist (Christoph Waltz). He rebuilds
her, but she has no memory of her past or the post-
apocalyptic world in which she finds herself.
Nonetheless, she finds work as a bounty hunter and
in the deadly sport of “Motorball.” It’s quite the spe-
cial effects extravaganza, but Cameron’s script
bodges together a few too many storylines and gen-
res. 122 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Beach Bum
Indie trash-art filmmaker Harmony Korine (Kids,
Gummo, Julien Donkey-Boy, Trash Humpers) writes
and directs this stoner comedy starring the likes of
Matthew McConaughey, Snoop Dogg, Isla Fisher,
Martin Lawrence, Zac Efron and Jonah Hill. Mc-
Conaughey is the titular beach bum, a rebellious
Florida stoner-poet named Moondog who lives by
his own rules. It’s Korine’s lightest film, but you’d
better be on the same gonzo-weird wavelength to
appreciate its garish, weed-fueled charms. 95 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Century 14 Downtown)

Captain Marvel
The new age of the Marvel Cinematic Universe be-
gins with something of a flashback. It’s the ’90s
and a young(er) Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) en-
counters one of the universe’s most powerful be-
ings, an alien soldier caught in a war with a
shape-shifting race known as the Kree. But is Cap-
tain Marvel (Brie Larson from Room) really an alien,
or do her roots lie far closer to Earth? 124 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Dumbo
Tim Burton helms the latest in Disney’s unstop-
pable parade of live-action remakes of animated
classics. Surprising no one, Burton opts for a much
darker take on the classic 1941 cartoon. The
screenplay by Ehren Kruger (Scream 3, The Ring,
Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen, Ghost in the
Shell) strips away most of the familiar scenes,
adding all sorts of complications about wounded
war vets, motherless children and evil circus pro-
moters. Colin Farrell, Michael Keaton and Danny
DeVito star. 112 minutes. PG. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema)

Five Feet Apart
From Romeo and Juliet to Love Story, teenagers
have proven their affinity for people falling in love
and dying young. This romantic drama, starring Cole
Sprouse ( “The Suite Life of Zach and Cody,”
“Riverdale”) and Haley Lu Richardson
(“Ravenswood,” Split), follows two teenagers with
cystic fibrosis who meet in a hospital and fall in
love. Unfortunately, thanks to their weakened im-
mune systems, they must maintain the titular dis-
tance between them. Expect to cry. 98 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Gloria Bell
Argentine filmmaker Sebastián Lelio Americanizes
his beloved 2013 drama. Julianne Moore stars as a
divorcée of a certain age whose only joy in life
seems to be hanging out at a disco-themed singles
bar somewhere in the greater Los Angeles area. She
crosses paths with a recent divorcé (John Turturro),
and a low-key romance evolves. Unfortunately, his
divorce is far fresher, and he finds himself still stuck
under the thumb of his clingy ex-wife and inept
daughters. The on-again, off-again relationship be-
tween our two leads forms the loose narrative cen-
ter of this film, which—like the excellent Moore—is
far more interested in getting deep inside the skin
of its titular character. Reviewed in v28 i12. 102
minutes. R. (Century 14 Downtown)

Hotel Mumbai
Dev Patel, Armie Hammer, Jason Isaacs and Anu-
pam Kher headline this epic dramatic take on the
2008 terrorist attacks in Mumbai, India. The film
laser-focusses its attention on the impossibly lush
Taj Mahal Palace Hotel, which was invaded by a
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Planned Parenthood clinic directors in the nation.”
According to Johnson, she was “extremely pro-
choice” and involved in upwards of 22,000 abor-
tions. That was before 2009, anyway, when she
allegedly witnessed an abortion on ultrasound and
experienced a life-changing conversion. She’s now a
prominent anti-abortion activist and runs her own
ministry. If you’re one of those people who hangs
out on the sidewalks outside abortion clinics hold-
ing signs of aborted fetuses and praying, this is to-
tally the movie for you. Ashley Bratcher (of
faith-based films War Room, Badge of Faith and 90
Minutes in Heaven) stars. 106 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Us
“We have met the enemy and he is us,” quipped
cartoonist Walt Kelly in his 1953 book The Pogo Pa-
pers. Writer-director Jordan Peele takes that warning
and runs with it in this follow up to his 2017 horror
smash Get Out. In this unbelievably creepy home
invasion thriller, a happy middle-class family (Lupita
Nyong’o, Winston Duke and kids) finds itself stalked
and terrorized by a group of strangers who appear
to be their exact physical duplicates. 116 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Wedding Guest
Dev Patel (Slumdog Millionaire) stars in this exotic
“thriller” for British filmmaker Michael Winterbottom
(Welcome to Sarajevo, 24 Hour Party People, The
Claim, A Mighty Heart, The Trip). It centers on a mys-
terious man who travels from Britain to Pakistan
armed with duct tape, a gun and multiple pass-
ports. What is he up to, and why is he scoping out
an enormous wedding in the region? More trave-
logue than noir, this genre exercise makes for some
scenic but slow-going suspense. 97 minutes. R.
(Guild Cinema)

Wonder Park
Nickelodeon Movies, Paramount Animation and
Ilion Animation Studios (makers of various OK
toons, including Barnyard, Sherlock Gnomes and

Planet 51) offer up this 3D-animated cartoon about
a wildly imaginative young girl who dreams up a
magical amusement park in her bedroom—only to
discover that it exists out in the nearby woods and
is staffed by various talking animals. Jennifer Gar-
ner, Kenan Thompson, Mila Kunis, John Oliver, Ken
Jeong and Matthew Broderick are among the voice
cast. 85 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

SECOND RUN

Aquaman
Jason Mamoa reprises his role as the aquatic
avenger from Justice League in this shallow but en-
ergetic sci-fi fantasy. It’s 50 percent Indiana Jones,
50 percent Star Wars and 50 percent Thor—and at
two hours and 23 minutes long, it’s about 50 per-
cent too much film. But there’s plenty of water-
logged fun to be had. Reviewed in v27 i51. 143
minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Bumblebee
This enjoyable Transformers spinoff is set in the
mid-’80s and follows the adventures of alien-
robot-disguised-as-a-yellow-Volkswagon Bumble-
bee as he arrives on Earth and teams up—Iron
Giant style—with a teenage girl. 113 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8)

Cold Pursuit
Perpetually vengeful old man Liam Neeson stars as
a Colorado snowplow driver looking for revenge
against the drug dealers who killed his son. Direc-
tor Hans Petter Moland helms this blackly comic
action-thriller, a remake of his own 2014 Norwe-
gian import, In Order of Disappearance. 118 min-
utes. R. (Movies 8)

Glass
In this sequel to M. Night Shyamalan’s 2000 film
Unbreakable and his 2016 follow-up Split, the
sneaky filmmaker is free to complete the trilogy by
getting his upstanding superhero (Bruce Willis) and
his two supervillains (Samuel L. Jackson, James
McAvoy) together for their first, real-deal comic
book-style conflict. 129 minutes. PG-13. (UNM
Midweek Movies, Movies 8)

Green Book
A working-class, Italian-American bouncer (Viggo
Mortenesen) from New York City finds himself act-
ing as chauffeur for a wealthy black concert pianist
(Mahershala Ali) as he goes on a tour of the segre-
gated Jim Crow South in 1962. 130 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8)

Greta
Writer-director Neil Jordan (Mona Lisa, The Crying
Game, Michael Collins) helms this mystery thriller
about a young New Yorker (Chloë Grace Moretz
from Let Me In and Kick-Ass) who returns a lost
handbag to a lonely widow (French legend Isabelle
Huppert) whose intentions aren’t as pure as they
may seem. 98 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse
In this original-looking animated film (employing a
gritty, cell-shaded 3D style), young Miles Morales
becomes the Spider-Man of his reality after he
crosses paths with super-powered spider folk from
all sorts of Marvel Comics universes. 117 minutes.
PG. (Movies 8)

The Upside
A wealthy hotel magnate (Bryan Cranston), ren-
dered quadriplegic in a hang-gliding accident,
hires an unemployed man with a criminal record
(Kevin Hart) to act as his live-in caregiver. Eventu-
ally, of course, the two opposites become best
buds in this remake of a 2011 French comedy-
drama. 125 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

What Men Want
Taraji P. Henson (“Empire”) stars in this gender-
swapped remake of Nancy Meyers’ 2000 comedy
What Women Want (itself a remake of a 1993
French film). Henson plays a struggling sports
agent who gains an unexpected edge on her male
counterparts (not to mention the various objects of
her affections) when she develops the ability to
hear men’s thoughts. 117 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

small group of Pakistani terrorists, who proceeded
to execute guests and staff members for three horri-
fying days. This mostly fictionalized account fo-
cusses on the terrified guests and the loyal staff
members fighting to keep them alive. Though it
plays out like an ensemble disaster movie, Patel’s
Sikh waiter is the heart of the film, struggling
against all odds to save lives. It’s a brutally blunt
film, but a gripping one. Reviewed in v28 i13. 123
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

How to Train Your Dragon: The Hidden

World
Although DreamWorks’ Dragon series gets less at-
tention than the Shrek or Kung Fu Panda films, it’s
a tender, fast-moving and visually imaginative
bunch of fantasy films. The coming-of-age-but-with-
dragons trilogy rounds out here with this emotional,
exciting segment introducing a new dragon (a
sparkling white female to counterpoint our hero’s
ebony pet/pal Toothless) and a new villain (evil F.
Murray Abraham, who’s determined to exterminate
every last dragon). 104 minutes. PG. (Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Kid
Chris Pratt (Guardians of the Galaxy), Ethan Hawke
(Reality Bites). Dane DeHaan (Valerian and the City
of a Thousand Planets) and Vincent D’Onofrio (who
also directs) star in this semi-historical tale of a
young boy who witnesses Billy the Kid’s encounter
with Sheriff Pat Garrett. It was shot, quite naturally,
here in New Mexico. 100 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

The LEGO Movie 2: The Second Part
Chipper LEGO construction worker Emmett Brick-
owski (Chris Pratt) has his optimism tested when
his hometown is turned into a post-apocalyptic
wasteland and his friends are all kidnapped by
space aliens. More colorful and more manic than
the original, this fun-filled sequel very nearly lives
up to the impossibly high level of expectation left
behind by the near-perfect original. It’s a thoughtful,
hilarious and surprisingly sweet follow-up that works
for parents and kids alike. Reviewed in v28 i6. 106
minutes. PG. (Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Mustang
Matthias Schoenaerts (Rust and Bone, The Danish
Girl) stars as a violent inmate in a Nevada prison
who gets the opportunity to take part in a rehabili-
tation therapy program involving the training of wild
horses. It’s a well-worn story about redemption and
cute animals. But Schoenaerts breathes a lot of
emotion into the familiar proceedings. 96 minutes.
R. (Century 14 Downtown)

No Manches Frida 2
The 2016 Spanish language hit No Manches Frida
followed a semi-smooth ex-con trying to recover
some hidden loot from a previous bank robbery—by
posing as a substitute teacher in the high school
where the money is now stuck. In this equally silly
sequel, our seemingly reformed criminal (Omar
Chaparro) is getting his wedding called off by
nerdy-but-hot teacher Lucy (Martha Higareda) and
fighting to save the rundown school from closure.
102 minutes. R. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque
12)

They Shall Not Grow Old
Peter Jackson (The Lord of the Rings series) directs
this humble historical documentary about World
War I, featuring never-before-seen footage, to com-
memorate the centennial of the conflict’s end. 99
minutes. R. (AMC Albuquerque 12)

Tyler Perry’s A Madea Family Funeral
After 11 plays, 11 movies and one animated spe-
cial, writer-director-producer-star Tyler Perry puts on
the wig and makeup one last time (allegedly) as
tough, cranky, elderly black lady Madea Simmons.
For this comic outing it appears Madea’s joyous
family reunion turns into a nightmare when the
Simmons clan (several members of which are
played by Perry, of course) finds itself in backwoods
Georgia with an unexpected funeral to attend. PG-
13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Unplanned
This “faith-based” drama is adapted from the mem-
oir by Abby Johnson, who was “one of the youngest
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I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY
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SONIC REDUCER
BY STEVEN LUTHY

Lowercase Noises
I’ve Been Lying Open / A Little
Time With the Tree’s Roots
(Self-released)

Short things
often get a bad
rap. Be it little
people, short
stories, short
tempers or
heaven forbid,
short albums.
But why are
those such a bad
thing?

Albuquerque artist Lowercase Noises new
album, I’ve Been Lying Open / A Little Time
With the Tree’s Roots is a small middle finger
to any who doubts the magnitude of tiny
things. With just two tracks, each one half of
the album title, Lowercase Noises is an all
caps slow jam that will make you feel as if
you just happy-cried. That sounds deep. For
just two essentially smoldering tracks it
builds into something transformative with
which to face a stressful world. Lowercase’s
star, also known as Andy, says his forever
and always goal is to play the guitar as
slowly as possible; I can definitely attest that
this is true and alluringly so. With its
succulent slow jam properties, this record is
is bliss in a blip. This album achieves
greatness with brevity. It demonstrates
that—like short shorts, short speeches—
short albums are just fine in a world that may
seem at times overwhelming and just a bit
too large.

DJ Teach
The Average Tapes EP
(Self-released)

Here is a saying
about being
average: it
doesn’t get you
very far. This is
not so with DJ
Teach and his
newly minted EP
The Average
Tapes which
excels and finds

this teacher at the front of the class—well in
front of the median crop of generic DJ artists,
that is. Self described as a man who shows
middle schoolers how to DJ, Teach has
designed his album to be a somewhat
complex music lesson. Each track has
distinguished beats, tonality and technical
structure. For example what you hear in the
synth heavy intro, “DJ Teach: A Basic
Introduction” is a far cry from its follow up,
“The Median Value” and its earthy and
natural sounding approach to musical
storytelling. Consequently this album plays
out like an argument over what the term
average may mean in a music culture that is
so complex and beat-driven. Maybe, but who
are we to judge? Professor Teach, you have
taught me something today: don’t let
yourself be treated as average. If the rhythm
and the hunger to be an artist is in you, go
after it. Take whatever that intangible desire
is and make it your own. a
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MUSIC | INTERVIEW

Jeremy: Me and Gary worked together for a
while, we tried out a couple of singers and
bassists and didn’t find the right match until we
met Kyle, our original bassist. He was quite
younger than us. He was just kinda a cool kid
I’d seen around the metal shows. He fit right in
at the beginning. Joel, I believe, joined up last.
We played our first show with Weedeater.

They’re like, from North Carolina, right?

Swampy stoner rock!

They’re kinda one of the staple stoner rock
bands. Back in those days, stoner rock wasn’t a
thing—well there was like five people at every
show you went to—like it is now.

Yeah, it’s gotten very popular, but now

there seems to be a wrestling match going

on between the forces of doom and sludge

and desert rock and all of the other sub-

genres associated with stoner rock. But in

the past 4 or 5 years, the popularity level

has risen to great heights.

It has, a lot. The favorite bands I used to go see,
it was usually just me and three or four other
dudes. Occassionally there would be a little bit
of a crowd. But it wasn’t like it is today.
Weedeater sells out Sister.

Yeah, and Mastodon shows are all the rage.

Stoner rock has gotten a lot more popular, so
that’s cool. Now we’ve got a whole festival
happening this summer, the Monolith on the
Mesa festival.

You guys are playing that. We’re going to

cover that festival for our Summer Guide

this year, I think.

Well there are several festivals of that type in
the works. There’s one happening in Vegas,
there are a couple in California ...

Joel: Psycho Las Vegas is huge!

So you guys were doing this way ahead of

many others.

Joel: But we also don’t like to be pigeon-holed
as just stoner rock. We’re not doom, we’re not
sludge. We do have elements of stoner rock, but
I think it’s more blues-based rock and roll that
we do. We do have elements of punk rock also.

And some prog-rock, I think, especially in

the themes you all explore.

There’s a lot of things going on in our work, so
it’s more an amalgamation of influences that we
put together.

I like the old-fashioned hard rock moniker;

you guys remind me of some of the classic

hard rock bands of the seventies—like April

Wine or even mid-career Black Sabbath.

Yeah, it’s pretty heavy and unforgiving. It’s in
your face. But most stoner rock—as I know it—
is really long and drawn out, drop D with
cookie monster vocals.

It’s too bad about the cookie monster

vocals. I gotta say, I’d love a lotta metal

bands better if they dispensed with

that.I’m glad to see bands who have a

vocalist who sings. That’s definitely

something that you all have, a real

melodicism in the vocals.

And on this album in particular, on Tree of Life,
I spent a lot of time on the vocal tracks. There
are a lot of layers and harmonies. We’re taking
things to the next level there. Matthew Tobias,
our engineer, helped us produce the album too.
He had a lot of great ideas.

Tobias has a fine ear.

He’s a professional drummer, a studio drummer.
He’s played on 1500 different albums. He’s got a
lot of experience. With him, we were able to
take our songs to the next level. He even
helped us condense our work.

BY AUGUST MARCH

W
hile he sat thinking about what he was
going to write about SuperGiant, one of
the longest lasting and most beloved local

Albuquerque rock bands to pass through the
ether and onto the Earth in the vicinity of
Albuquerque, New Mexico—part of the
quadrant to which he was assigned more by fate
than any editor—August March played the
classic rock station, number 833, through his
television, a Toshiba with great big speakers.

So Billy Joel and then the Wings danced
around his ears with stories of conquering the
stranger or of the loneliness of the moon.
Meanwhile March thought deeply about the
signicance of SuperGiant, a quartet that had,
much like its namesake, grown and grown to
epic proportions as it sought the ultimate starry
communion with the sky.

A quartet composed of Jeremy McCollum on
guitar, vocalist Joel Rogers, bassist Keith Laffler
and drummer Gary Chavez, SuperGiant
represents the best of what rock can be in the
Duke City: loud, proud and intricate, with
deeply melodic vocals, tasty riffs and a
propulsive rhythm section that speaks to and of
the deep desert at that precise moment when
dark becomes life, when cacti turn their flowers
to the sun and the sound of the universe erupts
everywhere, from each pore and all the surfaces
in that drifting, starstrewn environment.

And you know they didn’t get to that place
by accident. Years of hard work, constant
touring and consequently developing a fan base
here and around the country have led
SuperGiant to their fifth album, a star-turn
called The Tree of Life.

Weekly Alibi met with the members of
SuperGiant to get a better idea of what their
brightness portends and to find indications of
where the road will lead a quartet of rockers who
came up in El Burque, gigging as they went, even
as their journey to the stars and beyond becomes
evident in their music and in their moves.

On Friday April 5, SuperGiant debuts their
new disc at Sister; they’ll be distributing copies
of The Tree of Life to all who attend.

Weekly Alibi: You guys are stalwarts of the

scene. You’ve survived and thrived while

many bands have come and gone. What’s

the history of the band, how did you come

together, for readers who might not be

familiar with SuperGiant?

Jeremy McCollum: I acutally started the band
with Gary, the drummer. That originally came
from an ad in Weekly Alibi, back in the days
when people would actually post ads looking for
other musicians to jam with. I put an ad in that
said, “hey I wanna put a band together.” I didn’t
know anyone to start that with. Gary answered
and I met him and we jammed.

When was that?

Joel Rogers: That was late 2005, I came into the
fold in 2006, in the summer.

Jeremy: Before this, we always worked on a
shoestring budget. We were very independent,
very DIY. But he actually came to two or three
of our practices to listen to us, to take notes. He
had some excellent input. He went above and
beyond to make a really great album.

Joel: It’s important to know that all the bass
and the drums on the album are live. Keith
nailed his parts. Gary really had to do that too.
Then Jeremy can go back in and track
everything, if he wanted to get different guitar
tones or work on his solos. Obviously, the
vocals had to be clean.

So let’s talk a little bit about the results of

all that, the album called Tree of Life!

I write all the lyrics and the melodies. It’s a
huge departure from our other albums because a
lot of our previous work was space-oriented.
They really revolved around trips into space,
just all these astral things going on in my head
at the time. This album, in comparison, is
literally grounded. There’s not a space song on
the entire record. 

What are the songs about?

It’s introspective. I’ve been through a lot of
personal changes in the last 4 or 5 years. So I
think, emotionally for me, the album reflects
those changes. Lyrically, especially on the title
track—my mom had some health issues, there
were all sorts of things I was feeling. A lot of
this new music is really cathartic. It’s a way for
us to get things out, to leave all the
responsibilities we have behind us. But there are
also some songs on there that are just fun.
There’s a song called “Drop Punk,” that’s an
homage to punk rock. The album is all over the
place.

Jeremy, where’s your guitar playing going

on this album?

This is the first album that has an acoustic
guitar, on a political song. It’s about society
slowly falling apart.

Joel: But it’s also about still finding respite in
life from the things we experience every day. In
that way the album is celebratory.

But with a massive and listenable sound,

right?

Jeremy: Exactly. We’re gonna send this around.
We already have a loyal following. We haven’t
made a big push in a while.

Joel: We’re planning on doing just that with
this album. I really feel like we’ve gotten to the
point where we’re accomplished, together. But
it’s always going to be a labor of love. a

SuperGiant Status
The Tree of Life beckons band

SuperGiant Album Release Party
with Talking Hours and The Sex on TV

Sister• 407 Central Ave. NW 
Friday, April 5
8pm • $8 • 21+ 

ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHYSuperGiant



BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Normalized
Drugstores Plan to Carry CBD

Cannabis Considered for
Addiction Treatment
Advocates have been trying to get opioid use
disorder added to the list of qualifying
conditions to take part in the New Mexico
medical cannabis program for years and years.
It finally happened. 

Last week the New Mexico Medical
Cannabis Advisory Board met to consider
adding the condition to the list.

Unsurprisingly, they voted unanimously in
favor. They also voted to recommend that

“substance use disorder” also be added to
the list of qualifying conditions,
according to NM Political Report. 

The board made similar
recommendations to the head of the

state’s Department of Health, Lynn
Gallagher, twice during the
previous administration’s reign
of terror, but she ignored it. This

time around, with a governor who
has openly called for the condition’s
inclusion and a more sympathetic

administration, it’s very likely we’ll see
the experts heeded.

The board voted against adding being older
than 65 years of age as a qualifying condition,
since symptoms of aging are already covered in
the current list.

Strain Corner
After a long day of chores and hiking last
week, I stopped at CG (6614 Gulton Ct. NE)
to check out their selection. The menu was as
well-rounded and inexpensive as ever. I
ordered a nugget of Dreamin’ OG (THC:
21.74%—$8/gram) and headed home to zone
right out.

Once I was back home on the couch and
packing a bowl, my hips started to squeal in
protest and my knees turned to jelly. (I’d
forgotten to stretch before a two-hour hike up
the mountain, because I’m dumb.) The bud
was squishy and wet. It left a resinous coating
on my fingers and was tough to break up. It
smelled like raisins with woody tones, and the
first hit was sweet and swampy.

The flower was so fresh I had trouble
getting the first hit going, and it took twice as
long as usual to kill the whole thing. This
indica-dominant strain flattened me out like a
pancake. My aches and pains were a distant
memory, but so was any semblance of focus. I
stared at objects in the room while thinking
about nothing in particular. I watched half an
episode of “The Simpsons” and suddenly
realized I had no clue what was going on.

By the end of the show, I was drooling
peacefully on the couch, the lighter still in my
hand and my glasses still sitting on my face.
My dog eventually nudged me awake to feed
her. I hadn’t dreamed at all.

This strain is perfect for those suffering
from stress, pain or sleeplessness. It’s probably
best for nighttime use. a

O
ver the last few weeks, two of the largest
retail drugstores in the nation, CVS and
Walgreens, have both said they want to

start carrying hemp-derived CBD products on
their shelves.

CVS made the first move by announcing
they would be selling CBD products at 800
stores in eight states. In a statement to NBC
News, the company said it would soon begin
marketing topical CBD products—like
creams, sprays and roll-ons, as “an
alternative source of relief”—but
would not be offering any CBD-based
supplements or food additives. They
also said they plan to partner with a
lab to test the products for efficacy.
The company will initially sell the
items in Alabama, California,
Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland and
Tennessee. 

About a week later, Walgreens
stepped up to face its competitor
with an even bolder plan: to sell
CBD products in 1,500 stores across
nine states (show-offs). Like CVS, it will offer
topical hemp-based CBD products. Walgreens
will test these products in Oregon, Colorado,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Vermont, South
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana and right here in
New Mexico.

Hemp-based CBD sourced from a
sanctioned state pilot program was made legal
by association when President Donald Trump
signed the 2018 Farm Bill, which legalized
cannabis with less than 0.3 percent THC by
volume and classified it as “hemp.” 

But the Food and Drug Administration says
not all CBD products are legal. There is still a
ban on selling any over-the-counter CBD food
products, supplements or any consumable.
This is because CBD is the active ingredient in
Epidiolex, a pharmaceutical used to treat a rare
form of epilepsy, and therefore illegal to use in
food products.

The FDA is reportedly convening a panel
this month to discuss the future of CBD and to
look at ways to regulate its sale in over-the-
counter consumables. FDA Commissioner
Scott Gottlieb is resigning this month, but
CBD’s future is probably going to be okay,
considering the political and cultural support
it’s enjoying at the moment.

Signals like the ones we’re seeing from
CVS and Walgreens are just the first publicly
visible signs of future policy changes.

That being said, I should probably mention
that the CEO of Whole Foods told reporters
earlier this month that if cannabis is legalized,
his company might sell marijuana-infused
products—a strange signal itself, coming as it
does from a company whose parent, Amazon,
seems to be making preparations for a hostile
takeover of America’s grocery store market
(but that’s a story you’ll have to suss out on
your own, dear reader). 
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): A mushroom shaped
like a horse’s hoof grows on birch trees in parts of
Europe and the US. If you strip off its outer layer, you
get amadou, spongy stuff that’s great for igniting fires.
It’s not used much anymore, but it was a crucial
resource for some of our ancestors. As for the word
“amadou,” it’s derived from an old French term that
means “tinder, kindling, spunk.” The same word was
formerly used to refer to a person who is quick to light
up or to something that stimulates liveliness. In
accordance with astrological omens, I’m making
“Amadou” your nickname for the next four weeks.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): “Human beings are
not born once and for all on the day their mothers give
birth to them,” wrote novelist Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
“Life obliges them over and over to give birth to
themselves.” Here’s what I’ll add to that: As you
mature, you do your best to give birth to ever-new
selves that are in alignment with the idealistic visions
you have of the person you want to become.
Unfortunately, most of us aren’t skilled at that task in
adolescence and early adulthood, and so the selves we
create may be inadequate or delusory or distorted.
Fortunately, as we learn from our mistakes, we
eventually learn to give birth to selves that are strong
and righteous. The only problem is that the old false
selves we generated along the way may persist as
ghostly echoes in our psyche. And we have a sacred
duty to banish those ghostly echoes. I tell you this,
Taurus, because the coming months will be en excellent
time to do that banishing. Ramp up your efforts now!

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): “When spring came,
there were no problems except where to be happiest,”
wrote Ernest Hemingway in his memoir. He quickly
amended that statement, though, mourning, “The only
thing that could spoil a day was people.” Then he
ventured even further, testifying, “People were always
the limiters of happiness except for the very few that
were as good as spring itself.” I bring these thoughts to
your attention so as to prepare you for some good
news. In the next three weeks, I suspect you will far

exceed your quota for encounters with people who are
not “limiters of happiness”—who are as good as spring
itself.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): It’s time to prove that
Cancerians have more to offer than nurturing,
empathizing, softening the edges, feeling deeply,
getting comfortable and being creative. Not that there’s
anything wrong with those talents. On the contrary!
They’re beautiful and necessary. It’s just that for now
you need to avoid being pigeonholed as a gentle,
sensitive soul. To gather the goodies that are
potentially available to you, you’ll have to be more
forthright and aggressive than usual. Is it possible for
you to wield a commanding presence? Can you add a
big dose of willfulness and a pinch of ferocity to your
self-presentation? Yes and yes!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): General Motors
manufactured a car called the Pontiac Aztek from 2001
to 2005. It wasn’t commercially successful. One critic
said it looked like “an angry kitchen appliance,” and
many others agreed it was exceptionally unstylish. But
later the Aztek had an odd revival because of the
popularity of the TV show “Breaking Bad.” The show’s
protagonist, Walter White, owned one, and that
motivated some of his fans to emulate his taste in cars.
In accordance with astrological omens, Leo, I suspect
that something of yours may also enjoy a second life
sometime soon. An offering that didn’t get much
appreciation the first time around may undergo a
resurgence. Help it do so.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): “Of all the female sins,
hunger is the least forgivable,” laments feminist author
Laurie Penny. She’s referring to the hunger “for
anything, for food, sex, power, education, even love.”
She continues: “If we have desires, we are expected to
conceal them, to control them, to keep ourselves in
check. We are supposed to be objects of desire, not
desiring beings.” I’ve quoted her because I suspect it’s
crucial for you to not suppress or hide your longings in
the coming weeks. That’s triply true if you’re a woman,

but also important if you’re a man or some other gender.
You have a potential to heal deeply if you get very clear
about what you hunger for and then express it frankly.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Only one of Nana
Mouskouris’s vocal cords works, but over the course of
an almost 60-year career, the Libran singer has sold
over 30 million records in 12 different languages. Many
critics speculate that her apparent disadvantage is key
to her unique style. She’s a coloratura mezzo-soprano,
a rare category of chanteuse who sings ornate
passages with exceptional agility and purity. In the
coming weeks, I suspect that you will be like
Mouskouris in your ability to capitalize on a seeming
lack or deprivation.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your tribe is
symbolized by three animals: the scorpion, the eagle
and the mythological phoenix. Some astrologers say
that the scorpion is the ruling creature of “unevolved”
or immature Scorpios, whereas the eagle and phoenix
are associated with those of your tribe who express the
riper, more enlightened qualities of your sign. But I
want to put in a plug for the scorpion as being worthy
of all Scorpios. It is a hardy critter that rivals the
cockroach in its ability to survive—and even thrive in—
less than ideal conditions. For the next two weeks, I
propose we make it your spirit creature.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sagittarian
novelist Gustave Flaubert declared that it’s “our duty is
to feel what is sublime and cherish what is beautiful.”
But that’s a demanding task to pull off on an ongoing
basis. Maybe the best we can hope for is to feel what’s
sublime and cherish what’s beautiful for 30 to 35 days
every year. Having said that, though, I’m happy to tell
you that in 2019 you could get all the way up to 95 or
100 days of feeling what’s sublime and cherishing
what’s beautiful. And as many as 15 to 17 of those days
could come during the next 21.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Sommeliers are
people trained to perceive the nuances of wine. By
sampling a few sips, the best sommeliers can discern

facts about the type of grapes that were used to make
the wine and where on Earth they were grown. I think
that in the coming weeks you Capricorns should launch
an effort to reach a comparable level of sensitivity and
perceptivity about any subject you care about. It’s a
favorable time to become even more masterful about
your specialties; to dive deeper into the areas of
knowledge that captivate your imagination.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Every language is a
work in progress. New words constantly insinuate
themselves into common usage, while others fade
away. If you traveled back in time to 1719 while
remaining in your current location, you’d have trouble
communicating with people of that era. And today
linguistic evolution is even more rapid than in previous
ages. The Oxford English Dictionary adds more than a
thousand new words annually. In recognition of the
extra verbal skill and inventiveness you now possess,
Aquarius, I invite you to coin a slew of your own fresh
terms. To get you warmed up, try this utterance I
coined: vorizzimo! It’s an exclamation that means
“thrillingly beautiful and true.”

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): One of history’s most
audacious con men was George C. Parker, a Pisces. He
made his living selling property that did not legally
belong to him, like the Brooklyn Bridge, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Statue of Liberty.
I suspect you could summon his level of salesmanship
and persuasive skills in the coming weeks. But I hope
you will use your nearly magical powers to make deals
and perform feats that have maximum integrity. It’s OK
to be a teensy bit greedy, though. a

HOMEWORK: NAME A BEAUTIFUL THING YOU WERE

NEVER CAPABLE OF DOING UNTIL NOW.

FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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General Services

FLAT RATE PC REPAIRS Fairly
priced flat rate of $120 for all
remote and in-shop PC
repairs. 35 years experience!
Call 505.990.0166 for info.

Beauty Services

w
MALE WAXING &
GROOMING 3 Back

Waxes Only $65, 3 Full
Manzilians Only $110. Book
Online/Text 505.750.1498

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Stop Garnishments
FAST. Payment Plans Available
505-688-0070

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE

Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Arts & Crafts

CALL TO ARTISTS! Accepting
creative, unique & ORIGINAL
submissions for a 9th annual
MINIATURE SHOW. All
mediums welcomed.
Dimensions no larger than 36
sq. inches (for 2-dimensional
think 6â X 6â, for 3-

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Employment

SPORTS/ACTIVITY LEADERS
Need fun energetic leaders to
provide supervision and plan
activities for 5-11 year olds
before and/or after school.
Min HSD or GED and some
exper $11-$13 hr. Apply
online at www.campfireabq.org

MOCK JURY TRIAL Seeking
participants to take part in a
Mock Jury Trial in Albuquerque,

New Mexico on April 20th.
$150.00 a day, 8:30 am arrive
time starts at 9:00 am through
5:00 pm with Lunch provided.
Please contact Jade @ 505-
328-9982 or email
mocktrialjury@outlook.com

Opportunities

w
MOTHERHOOD STUDY We
are seeking participants

who are 18 or older, have had
concerns with drug or alcohol

Apartments for Rent

MOVE IN TODAY! Fully Furnished
Studio Apartments – no credit
check & no lease req. Call Now:
505-225-2673

Body & Soul

NEWLY RENOVATED furnished
studios. Laundry Onsite. Cable &
Utilities INCLUDED. Call now:
505-226-6932

LOW RATES! Fully furnished
studios. FREE utilities. NO CREDIT
CHECK. Call now & move in
today: 505-225-1216

DUPLEXES FOR RENT

Southeast

w
SMALL DUPLEX IN THE
SHADE One bedroom apt.

south of Nob Hill. $535 plus DD
and gas, electric. 281-8422

use, and who are pregnant or
recently gave birth within the
past two years. This study will
ask you to share your
experiences as mothers and
your experiences with mental
health treatment. Information
you provide will be confidential
and will not affect current
services you are receiving. You
will be asked to attend 1
appointment at the Center on
Alcoholism, Substance Abuse,

and Addictions. The
appointment will last 60
minutes. You will complete an
interview. You will get a $25
gift card for your participation.
For more information, please
call 505-510-2160. This study
is conducted by Adrienne
Borders, a psychology doctoral
student at the University of
New Mexico, under the
supervision of Dr. Barbara
McCrady.

dimensional 6â X 6â X 6â),
frame included. Some
exceptions may apply within
reason. Works must have been
completed in the past year.
NO PRINTS. ... Submission
Deadline, April 27th. Please
send quality photos that can
be used in promotional
materials.
www.metallogallery.com Send
images with details to
metallogallerysubmissions@ya
hoo.com 

Wellness

GET A FREE TRIAL SESSION.
Improve bone density, strength
& balance. “I reversed my
Osteoporosis without drugs” -
Sally R. OsteoStrong Midtown:
883-8800 

Licensed Massage

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

Martial Arts

3 MONTHS FOR PRICE OF 1
Sifu Dug has PM Tai Chi class
openings, 6:30 to 7:30 2 trial
classes free. 3 for 1 with sign
up. 505.306.0118

Metaphysical

w
INTUITIVE READINGS
Spirit Medium, Animal

Communicator, Medical
Intuitive,
www.elizabethanglin.com

Self-Help/Workshops

w
OUT OF CONTROL?
Struggling with

COMPULSIVE SEXUAL
BEHAVIOR and WANT HELP?
Call 505-510-1722 or visit
www.abqsaa.org

PRICED below market! New roof with warranty!
Call David at Geltmore Real Estate Advisory Team, LLC

(505) 294-8625

PRIME LOCATION TWO BUILDINGS IN DOWNTOWN ABQ

approx. 8000 sq ft space
— made from two remodeled buildings —

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE
413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW413/411 Central Ave NW

w markekke !t!t! NNNewew rrooooffff iwiwi hthth wwararrarantnt !y!y!
t R l E t t Ad i T LLC

y

located between the historic Kimo 
Theater on Route 66, and sharing on old 
brick wall with Anodyne and Sister Bar.

INCREDIBLY SWEET BRUNETTE

You came by the donation center on Saturday in a white

Honda I believe. You were very cute and super nice. I

helped you unload your donations. Would be awesome

to hear from you :)

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Juan tabo and candelaria on 3/30/2019.

ANERICAN SPIRIT AT SMITHS

You had a blue bicycle. I had red lipstick. Wish I

would’ve gotten your name at least.

I am a Woman. I saw a Man.

Where: Smiths at Sycamore Plaza on 3/22/2019.

WONDERFUL SMILE IN BLACK

SWEATER

I saw you at Laguna Burger on March 19th at about

1230...you were order number 46 I was 49.

Beautiful smile in with wonderfully long black hair. You

were sitting with a friend against the wall. 3 or 4 times

when our eyes met you flashed that beautiful smile

I was wearing a neon green polo with a blue and

green plaid shirt jacket. My order was to go so I

waited in blue BMW with my golden, finally gave up

as I saw you leaving in my mirror. would enjoy

treating to coffee or lunch

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Laguna Burger on 3/19/2019.

POST PUNK 4 POP PUNK

You: Girl in a dark red 4 Runner headed east on

Lomas, singing Fall Out Boy at the top of your

lungs with a ferocity I couldn’t look away from.

Me: Just a boy in the truck next to you wondering

who hurt you enough to make you sing like that.

Hope it gets better for you, and that whoever it

was deserved your tearful performance. 

On the off-chance you were just REALLY into the

music - let’s get coffee???

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Lomas and Carlisle on 3/18/2019.

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!
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Across

1 Wish for success

11 Nemesis for Hook

15 It stops at ports of call

16 “You leave ___ choice”

17 Nonstop

18 Lenovo competitor

19 PC menu command

20 Short-term positions

22 20-20, e.g.

23 Gp. with a Seattle team
come 2021

25 Maiden name lead-in

26 Turn green, perhaps

27 Pre-grads

28 Kool Moe ___

29 “The Hollow Men” poet

31 Instruction segment

33 British heavyweight?

34 Word before operandi

39 ___-Caps (concession
stand candy)

40 Pushed, with “on”

41 Home of California’s
Mendocino College

42 TV character who jumped
the shark, with “the”

44 Course outlines

46 Short Morse code bit

48 Break stuff?

51 Ohio airport code

52 Dad joke, often

53 Upscale hotel offering

54 Noir investigator, slangily

55 Bob Mould’s band before
Sugar

58 He played Wiseau

60 “Just ___ bit more”

61 Drama with a title
character voiced by Kristen
Bell

63 Contested

64 Embarrassed

65 Parts of loaves

66 Buckeye and others

Down

1 Speaks too proudly

2 Cream-filled pastry

3 Individual beings

4 ___ Modern (London art

gallery)

5 Nearby

6 Gives substance to, with

“out”

7 Tipsy

8 Fathom or foot

9 Swimming pools, a la “The

Beverly Hillbillies”

10 Krispy ___ (some

doughnuts)

11 Key with no flats or sharps,

for short

12 Editing a program, say

13 Single-file

14 Wearing some Victorian

garb

21 PGA’s Calvin

24 Explorative phrase in kids’

science shows, maybe

30 Yule symbol

32 Ambient music producer

Brian

34 Requisite

35 “Fine, I give up”

36 Pork roast flavorer

37 Suffix after habit or sex

38 Rhombus, e.g.

43 Archive format

45 Old Scottish towns (as

opposed to towns elsewhere?)

47 La Brea attraction

48 Nick follower on cable TV

49 Ruling

50 Reprimands

56 Classic canvas shoe brand

57 Pres. Eisenhower’s alma

mater

59 Petri dish medium

62 Plop down
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ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Fly Free”—another freestyle for everyone.BY RYAN NORTH
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